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AMONG THE FARMERS.

c. JONES.

^

Smith & Machinist,

MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
Manufacturer of general machinery, steam en
and tools,
machinery
work,
spool
{toe*, tnlll

taps, dies and drill* made and
Sewing, mowing and threshing uia
i\ .ilrol.
chines, putnpe of all kinds, presses, guns, pis
etc., neatlv and promptly re·
to -, knives, traps,
steam and water Dlpltig «loue to order
I .lire·!,
olw. eet

^

screw»,

LUfcKT D. PARK,

Auctioneer,

Licensed

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Terms Moderate.

I'AKKER,

-i;KK a

η

I»

Law,

Attorneys and Counsellor· at

MAINE.

({I'MFORD FALLS,
^i^'cial Collection Department.
Kalph T. Parkci
ticorge D. Blsliee,
Λ

L.

BUCK.

Surgeon Dentist,
MAINE.

S«>l'TH PARIS,
my 'ieet work

\

I

j

warrante·!.

WOODBURY, AM.,

υ RATIO

M.

D.,

Physician ώ Surgeon,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,
c

K.

|

and

residence, 14 High Street.

SMITH.

Attorney at Law,
MAINE

N'»K'VAY,

II

nt

Β

t

r.i'—·tf·

η- » <<>·.·

m'.,.

M.ΑΥΤΟΝ Κ. BROOKS,
Law.
Δ-torney
Notary Public.
at

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

receive my promt personal attention.
K*Mi>ittaacee made day claim Is paid.
Λ '.H itters reported ou promptly.
:» étions

I

j

K'>K(jK f. JUNKS Jt SON,

NORWAY,

Dentists,

MAIN*.,

lu- Main .St.

II

KKRICk ft PA UK,

Attorneye at Law,

MAINE.

BETHEL,
OH S S.

J

Kilcry C. 1'ark.

X. Herr'.ck.

V 1 li to η

HARLOW,

Attorney at Law,

MAINE.

D1XKIELD,

J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
GRANGE BLOCK,

Over Advertiser Office,

NORWAY.

CHARLES S. LEWIS
will

teaching on the

resume

GUITAR
AND
MANDOLIN
at ANDREWS HOUSE, South Pari·.
Tl'ESDAY of each week commencing Eeb. lMh

BANJO,

Permanent address, >> James

St., Auburn.

SALESMEN WANTED

Salary
In Oxford and adjacent counties.
Address
commission
THE VICTOR OIL COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio

or

WAVllil».
spruce. tir, hemlock and poplar pulp wood.
W| buy It delivered on cars or <·η yards at rallWood to he peeled and licllvert·!
γ·>«·: stations
the coming winter. Will pay the top price for
UieVame.
H. I». C« "I.E. Ilrvant's Pond.
W. H.CRncKKTT, LockeV Milt·, Me.

*1

PAfKER'S

ΚΛ»ί BALSAM
i
«'Clean*.-* and beautifae tha hair.
ω 1'ruiacie#
a
luxuriant growth.
iïy .Jt"
·>
'·

vj

Hair

Fat!· to Bcatore Or «y
to its Youthful Color.
U "U«i * ht:r t·—

·. u ^

<■'·.»:.q>t.·<■'«; Lnvgif

FOR SALE!

■

THE HERBERT M TUCKER FARM,

situated on tin· Bucktield road, three miles from
south Pari·· village. The farm contdns 75 acres
The til age Ian·) In In a lilnh «late of cultivation.
The pastures are good and there 1» plenty of
wood near the house
l.argeand -niali fruit In
Barn 40i&> and carriage house
abundance.
tlnlshed outshfe an.) In,
tlnelv
are
*4»» are new.
The
»nd cost IlKUU. Water lu ho une and barn.
farm carries twenty head of catt'e ami pair of
horses. On rural delivery and cream routes.

Very pleasant location.
A RARE
For
'Γ

CHANCE FOR SOMEONE.

particulars

and

terms

Inquire

of

WILNOX & «BAT, Ko. Parla.
S. Μ. KING near the premise».

ΛΟΤΗΚ OF MALE.
Pursuant to a license from the Hod. Judge of
Probate, for the County of Oxfor«l, 1 shall sell at
public auction, on Saturday, the second day of
August. A. D. lbt)2. at ten o'clock In the fore
iio.'ii, at the house on the llrst described parcel,
all the right, title and Interest wh ch Mary D.
Merrill, late of Denmark. In «aid County, decease·!, had In and to the following descrllied
•val estate. viz.: A certain parcel of land In sai l
henmark. with the buildings thereon, lying on
the *outhwe»t aide of the road .eadltig from l*cn
mark to Kryeburg and »ti the easterly side of the
old river road, so called, containing sixty acres,
more or less, and the same conveyed to the said
Mary I» Merrill by Samuel Κ Oilman by deed
dated July ltth. A. l>. 1S92. and recorded in
Oxford Western District Registry of Deeds,
book T'J, i>a^e
Also another certain parcel of laud In said
Denmark, containing sixty acres, more or less,
on the opposite sKe of said river road from
the above parcel, and being the same conveyed
to the said Mary 1> Merrill by S. krue-t Glluian
by Meed date·! October 9, A. D. 1SH4, aud recorded In said Registry, book SI, page 115.
Dated this twenty third day of June, A. D.

lying

IMS.

EDWARD C. WALKER.
Administrator with the will anuexcd.
MOTICI.

In the District Court of the United states for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
1
In the matter of
lu Bankruptcy,
EDWIN BROWN.
of Rumfonl, Bankrupt. I
Hwiwx,
El>wis
of
creditors
To the
In tne < ounty of Oxford and dlstrtcl aforvsalo
of
Notice Is hereby given that on the 2Jth day
Brown
June, A. 1>. lafcî, the said Edwin the drst
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
held at the Court
meeting' of nls creditors will bethe
I'ith day of
House, In South I'arls, on
In the forenoou,
o'clock
10
at
D.
\.
1'JOi,
July,
at which time the said creditors may attend,
a trustee, examine
prove their claims, appoint
the bankrupt, and transuct such other '"islucos
as may properlv come before said meeting.
South Paris, June Suth, lawi.
Oh-O. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

J

"SI'EKU

TUB

FLOW."

nee on practical agricultural tu (.lei
Correspond»
U <kilicltol
AiUlree» all communication» In

for this department to IIknrt l>.
IIvvjiii.su, Agricultural K'lltor Oxford Dein
ocrat, I'arls, Me.
te:nle<i

THE IMPORTANCE OF CLOVER.
The most important problems that
the agriculturalist in thin country has
to face to-day are those of keeping up
the fertility of his land without purchasing large quantities of commercial
fertilizers and chemicals, and to produce some crop
that will largely
take the place of the high priced concentrated feeding stuffs.
Mauy of the
legumes are useful fur these purposes,
but the family of clovers seem especially fitted to uccupy this position of
money saver in every system of agriculture.
From the many varieties of
clover one or more can be found that
will thrive in whatever part of the
Here in
country they may be needed.
the north the commou red mammoth
or pea vine, the alsike and the honeysuckle are profitable varieties.
For
general use we prefer a mixture of pea
viue aud alsike, two pouuds of the former to one of the latter; this will give
about au equal number of phuits of the
two varieties, as the seeds of the alsike
are much lighter than those of the pea
vine. This mixture we sow with a nurse

crop, usually oats or Hungarian millet,
on land well plowed and harrowed until
tine. The seed is raked in with a weeder.
With this treatment we rarely fail
Xow the harvesting.
to get a good stand.
When the clover is getting into blossom,
some line morning, after the dew is off
we start the mower and in the middle
of the afternoon we pitch the clover into small cocks.
Here it remains the
next day without being touched, and if
with
covered
hay caps or covers, will
take very little harm whatever the weathThe next day it is opened
er may be.
thoroughly and early in the afternoon is
The leaves look
carted to the barn.
nearly as green as though the clover was
standing in the Held and we have a
is worth
mow that, pound for pound,
nearly as much as wheat bran for feeding. I'uless the seasou is very dry we
get a large second crop about two months
later, lu oui system of dairy farming
this second crop is of much more value
to feed then to turn under as a green
If 1 was engaged iu truck
manure.
farming or potato growing 1 would plow
this second crop under to furnish nitrogen ami humus to the soil. If the system included both dairying and truck
farming I would cut the second crop aud
feed it to my cows and tlieu apply the
In this way from
manure to the laud.
W> to N) per cent of the mauurial value
of the crop depending on how well the
manure was eared
for, would be returned to the land. It is of the utmost
importance that land which is to be
seeded to clover should be made line
If
and mellow before the seed is sown.
the soil is full of lumps and clods only a
uuless
will
start
of
seed
the
siuall part
the season is very wet, and if the weather
is favorable for the first two or three
weeks a few days of drying wind will
On the
scorch mauy of the plants.
other hand, if the soil is mellow, the
loose dust mulch ou the surface will retain the moisture aud the clover roots
will force their way between the loose
particles of the soil and find plenty of
plant food, and a good stand is the reIf a nurse crop is sown with closult.
ver it is usually best to cut it for fodder
before it is fully ripe, for if left to ripen
it will rob the clover of too much moisture.
By cutting the clover as soon as
it is fairly iu blossom the plants are
given a better chance of producing a second crop ami the feeding value of the
What it may
first crop is increased.
lack in weight of crop is more than made
up by an increased digestibility of the
hay. Here iu Maine alsike clover does
not receive the attention that its value
would seem to warrant. Ou all of our
moist lauds, when red clover will winter
kill alsike will produce large crops. It
is especially valuable to lighten heavy
Clay UtllUS.
It» tu L'U

soou αι

c

iuc

taic

ui

As alsike
puuuds
is a biennial, it canuut be depended upon
The routs will
tor more than one crop.
penetrate the clay tu the depth of more
lhau a foot; this loosens the soil and
when the ruuts decay they leave conThe
siderable plant food in the soil.
white Dutch ur honeysuckle clover, is
mainly useful as a pasture plant. In the
Middle anil .southern States crimson
clu\er will largely take the place uf
uther varieties. Fur hay it is impurtant
that it be cut while in blossom, for if
left until the seeds get formed, the
bristly points arouud the head get hardened su that they sumetimes irritate the
stumach and intestines uf the stuck tu
which it is fed, causing inflammation and
occasionally serious trouble. It is also
valuable as a wiuter clover crop for orchards or corn laud, beiug sowu at the
last cultivation of the corn and cotton
tields. The king uf cluvers, alfalfa, is
beiug suwn in the Nurtli and East in
While it
large quantities each year.
does uut thrive in the North as well as
it dues iu the central and southwestern
part uf the cuuutry, yet iu many localities it is better than any other variety
for permanent seeding. With this clover a
mellow seed bed is uf unusual iinportance. fur if the suil is lumpy and hard
the stand will be uueven with many
bare patches. It is best nut tu sow alfalfa with a nurse crop, but give it the
whole of the gruuud and let it devclup
When
as well as possible the tirst year.
it gets to be eight ur ten inches high it
is well to run the muwer uver it and
leave what is cut un the gruuud fur a
mulch. If it pruduccs another heavy
crop the tirst year, it may be cut fur
hay, but it will winter better if the suil
j is covered. After the tirst wiuter it is
well established ami may be cut two or
three times a year. It should always be
cut befure it is fairly iu bluuin, for cutting at this stage seems to strengthen
the plants, while if the cutting is delayed
until the blossoms are past the plants
A stand of alfalfa, if
are weakened.
properly cared for, will give good crops
for four or live years. (For 20 if cared
for.—Ed.) Thé hay has the greatest
feeding value uf any uf the clovers. ll
we farmers wuuld give a little mure attentiun tu the care and requirements ot
cluver un uur farms aud gruw mure uf i t
intu uur own puckcts threewe cuuld
to

the

acre.

HAYING.
The season for haying is close at hand.
While there has been too much rain and
too little warm weather for the greatest
growth of grass, yet on the whole there
is a fairly good stand of this greatest of
all Maine crops now awaiting the haymakers. lu a discussion on the proper
time to cut grass, listened to a few days
ago, all the farmers were agreed that
the proper time to harvest this crop was
at the blossom
stage or immediately
following it, and before the seed has
formed. No doubt when the character,
kind and quantity of the food nutrients
contained in the hay are takeu into account this conclusion of the farmers is
In fact, the combined judgcorrect.
ment of intelligent farmers on matters
of practice in this ami other directions
will generally be found the best known up
to date.
If the limited time named is the best
for securing the hay crop, then the effort
should be to secure it in the shorie.-t
time possible. It is not that we should
begin the cutting earlier, but that it
should be done more quickly.
In the same discussiou it came out
that the earlier cut hay and the later
each had its most profitable place for
The earlier was best for cows in
use.
milk and for growing calves and lambs,
while the later cut was a better material
for feeding horses and working teams.
This gives a chance for selection of hay
best suited to the purpose wanted, and
should be borne in mind when storing
in the barn, that each kind may be available when wanted for its special use.
There is no doubt but that fodder
plants, grass and clover with the rest,
contaiu their greatest content ol nutrition
at the time of the completion of their
growth. White there has been found a
further increase in total nutrients from
allowing the crop to stand uncut until a
somewhat later time, yet without doubt
tli.il increase comes from an additional
growth of grass, rather than an increase
in t lie contents of that grass whose

growth

was

alreay completed.

Grass cut before the growth is completed feeders say "does not spend well."
That is, it contains less of nutritive material than that left to complete its
growth. Thus the conclusions of feeders and scientific investigations agree in
the conclusion that the time to harvest
the grass is at and immediately following the blossom stage.
GOOD

DAIRY

PROSPECTS.
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By GRANVILLE TRARB

Copyright, 1901, by Granville Trare

|
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Don Felipe, banker of Manila, knew
that to lie for tlie good of the church
is a virtue, and he was not the luan to
separate religion and business. Hie
devotion to the strong box was no less

ardent than his ambition never to fail
of counting the requisite number of
beads on Sunday or to confess to Father Jose at least once a quarter. So
I x>n Felipe lied with readiness when
the church or his pesetas were concerned. especially the pesetas.
Therefore was he considered a good
citizen, and thereby also he incurred

the wrath of two heretics, impolite
Americans with ancient Sprlngtielde
In their hands and un-Spanish ideas in
their prairie grown brains.
Kut the brains and the rifles served
Don Felipe well once when, just after
their arrival, he offered two thousand
to Privates Turner and Lar-

("Mex.")

for the rescue of his twelve-yearold son. who was supposed to be at the
inteplantation La Honrndez in the
rior.
The colonel. 011 whose ranch the two
had punched steers, was obdurate
when they went to liim about it. But
Larson had often worsted him at pokman he
er. and out of respect for the
tinally gave him permission to try for
the reward. As for Turner, the "old
man" loathed him for 11 shiftless dog
son

and considered it only a question
whether he would some time reach his
death by Mauser bullets or by order of

court martial.
So Don Felipe sent his emissaries
Jungleward. to return after three
months with a medley of bruises and
beards of long standing and wide
and he
sweep. They brought the boy,
was bruised about the ears.
"He thought he was the king of
these cannibal isles." Turner said.
"We had to cuff the little devil a good
At first
deal to teach him his place.
he ordered us around as if he was born

a

There is going to be a better demand
for a good quality \>f farm dairy butter
from this time foward, oleo or no oleo.
The legitimate dairy business, under
the supervision and management of skilled and well trained labor, offers excel- in shoulder straps, but we soon taught
lent advantages for good, substantial re- him that traveling in the Jungle isn't
muneration for the labor put into the the same thing as lying in a hammock
work. The limit of the profit will deand having a nigger to work the fau.
pend more on how skillfully and econom- That trip was a good thing for the kid.
ically the business is conducted than
It would have been a good thing for
upou oleo legislation or local influences
of
the
in high prices or low prices
prod- any of these satin skinned Spaniards."
It was philosophy, but Don Felipe
uct. It is a permanency, a fixture in
Ile was indigIts was no philosopher.
the food products of the country.
changes will come by improvements in nant and went to the colonel. The colomethods of manufacture and handling, nel in turn was indignant and showed
but uot in substitutes which will displace him the door, whereat Don Felipe
it In consumptive demand.
Ile
waxed more wrathy than ever.
Now is the time to look well after the
brandishing
Castilian.
fervid
in
swore
dairy cows, because it pays to have the
his flabby fists, and told Turner and
very best machines at work manufacturThe short Larson to get their pay where they
ais high priced butter.
milker and low quality cow should be might.
It was a bluff, a lie. to save the rereplaced at once by a good one. There
is now a large prospective crop growing. ward. for if more cutting would have
It may mature into all that could be deyielded more gold he would have kept
sired, yet it will not furnish cheap feed the boy's ears roaring like a canebrake
when compared with old time prices.
Hut what was to bo
in a monsoon.
The corn crop, no matter how abundant
The military government must
done?
corn
entire
the
the yield throughout
belt, will not be the cheap feed it used be lenient with the resident population,
It will require a big yield to till advertising its benevolent intentions.
to be.
who. acup the empty cribs, the empty elevators, Moreover, how were soldiers,
the depleted stocks throughout the mar- cording to the sergeant's book, had
kets of the world, and then have sutli- been spending their time In barracks,
cieut for the feeding industries that will to receive
pay for a nasty job somerevive with the influences of a big corn
where in the jungle?
crop.
Larson was stupefied. The ingratiThe silo has been revived under the inIt
was beyond him.
fluence of high priced feeds during the tude of the mau
from
last year. Silo crops are being raised was an hour before lie recovered
and silos will be built in view of better the shock, and when the eruption finaland cheaper dairy cow feed. This is the ly began Turner stopped him.
time for the dairyman to be exerting his
"Iteturn good for evil," he admonefforts for a profitable year in the dairy ished.
business.—Nebraska Farmer.
Larson was uazcu anew, uiiu uis
dumbness returned upon him.
Can a man be too lavish iu his ex"We must." eontiuued Turner. "It
penditures fur farm machinery? This is best for liini that he should pay his
and
the
is the day of the mower,
reaper
honest debts, and we must do what
the horse aud the steam machine on the
we can to make him see his best into
it
difficult
find
of
us
farm. So many
do
our work that terests."
hands
to
reliable
get
It was Saturday night and Larson
we feel compelled to buy machinery to
was eager for canteen drill, but turProbextent
the
possible.
greatest
just
ably not mauy of us make the mistake ner objected. He turned in early to
of spending more than we should in that think.
way, but now and then possibly one
Monday morning, and Don Felipe sat
dues invest mure in a giveu year then he at his desk, a look, half anger, half
would
The better way
cau well afford.
terror on his face and his right hand
be to set apart some definite sum each
grasping nervously for his cane. The
Λ
that
not
aud
figure.
go beyond
year
was Turner. Don Felipe's apfew new tools every year will soon equip intruder
howthe best farms with machinery enough prehensions were soon quieted,
for all practical purposes. It is a tine ever. Turner stopped at three paces
thing to know when to say"N'o" to the from the door, hat in hand, and made
persistent salesmeu of the various agri- a deep obeisance.
cultural manufactories which worry us
"Will the lienor grant me a word?"
su much.
Don Felipe radiated majesty for a
at a blacksmith shop yesterfor my horses to be shod I heard a
man talking down the tiuernseys at a
great rate. He did not think much of
them. They have nothing to them, and
And all
so on at considerable length.
in the face of the tine record made by
the cows un exhibition at Buffalo last
The fact is, a man's prejyear, too.
udice goes a great way iu this as in
other matters. The cows we like best
Ilolstein,
are the cows we should keep.
Guernsey, Durham—whatever may be
the name or the nature—that is the stock
for us. We will take better care of them,
feed them better, pet them more—and,
by the way, that count* for more than
the most of us are willing to admit—and
better returns from t hem
su will get
thau any other breed.

Waiting

day

The farmer seems to be the last of all
tu get any benefit from the rise iu the
It is interesting someprice of beef.
times, and would be more so if it were
nut so provoking, to note the rapidity
with which an animal sold for beef will
advance in value between the farm and
But at present prices
the butcher shop.
there is money to the Eastern farmer in
Even if he does
cattle
for
beef.
raising
NOTICE.
nut make it a specialty, if he has now
the
In the Dlstilct Court of the United state· for
and then a steer or a dry cow to turn ott
put
In Bankruptcy.
District of Maine
1
fourths uf the muney usually expended it will add to his exchequer, and at the
In the matter ot
5
In
Bankruptcy,
the
JOHN M. TOH1N,
fur fertilizers and a large part of
s.une time keep the farm in good conof Mexico, Β nkrupt.
that we now pay for concentrated dition.
To the creditors of John M. Toblu. In the money
in
Practical
feed stuffs.—II. L. Smith
County of Oxford and district aforesaid:
of
Notice Is hereby given that on t ie 25th day
Farmer.
wa»
It is nut profitable to keep lambs after
June, A. D lytfc^ the said Joun M. Toblu
that the tlrst
they have reached a marketable size.
duly abjudicated bankrupt, and
Court
the
at
held
be
will
meeting of his creditor*
The latter part of August, at the latest,
of July,
Three million acres less of land devotHouse, In South l'art», on the liith da.
should see all the lambs that are tit for
A. D. IHni, at 10 o'clock lu the forenoon, at wl» ch ed to agriculture iu England now than
lh«!r
use out of the Hock and away to market.
time the «aid creditor* may attend, prove
a century agu, tifty
uf
a
was
the
there
bankrupt
examlue
quarter
after about that time the market
cialtus, appolut a tru-tee.
If
an·) transact such other business as may properlj
thousand less cattle than there were a is keptto
drop off materially, and no subapt
come liefore said meeting.
and a falling off of two and a
ago,
year
South Paris, June .'iutn, lttti
sequent gain in weight is likely to make
half per cent in the number uf sheep in
c.to. A. WILSON.
for the diminished price. Then, too,
These are the up
Referee In Bankruptcy. the last twelve months.
if these lambs be taken uut it gives the
tigures which must worry our friends other sheep and the lambs that are to be
But is not here the
XOTllK.
across the water.
retained for home use a much better
foi
uf the farmer uf the United
I η the District Court of the United states
opportunity
chance.
the District <>f M ilne. In bankruptcy.
Aud we shuuld be quick t ■
States'.'
»
In the matter of
seize it. It is nuthiug to be ashamed uf
A.NTHtMK L. Βλκκικλι Lr, J In Bankruptcy,
It is a thing to be proud of that we
)
if we are a raw material producing
of Canton. Bankrupt.
In
I..
Rarrieault.
η
To the creditors of A thyme
country, as some say we are, speaking have now reached a point in our stock
:
the County of Oxford and 'M-trlct aforesaid
ol
with something of a sting in the words. breeding where we can challenge the
Notice ts hereby given that on the ifth day
a better hold
world. No country on the face of the
June, \. 1>. I!«·.'. the said .nth>me I.. Ilarrleaull We are all the time gaining
lh«
tliat
and
baukrupt.
was duly adjudicated
of the world. In earth, at the present time, comes up to
upon the manufactories
tlrst meeting of nls creditors will In· held at tb«
our
and
And
beef
uur
let us put
the United States in this respect.
Cou it Mouse, In South I'arls, on the lKth da] the mean time,
and
IsuS. at lu o'clock In Um grain and uur fruit* intu every sput
of July, A. D
yet we are not satisfied to sit down and
This rest on our laurels. Still better results
forenoou, at which time the said creditor* may
place that is left vacant anywhere.
att· ud. prove their claim*, appoint a trustee, ex
is business, and it is business that will are possible, and it should be the Ameriamine tne bankrupt and transact such othei
can farmer who realizes them.
business as may properly come before sale pay.
meeting.
lSWi.
June
».
South Parla,
UEO. A. WILSON.
While the beef men and the pork packA guud many farmers uf late yean
Referee In Bankruptcy.
wood ers have been fighting, the old hawk
have been setting away the uld
ol colored hen has been enjoying a boom not
stove and burning coal. If the price
black diamonds keeps on increasing, known by her in recent years. Eggs have
will go back to the wood- been selling for the last six months at
A youn£ woman, not under 25 year; however, they
their fuel. There is no heat in decidedly paying figures. All right The
of age, of pleasing address and gout pile for
she
the wurld mure calculated to promote hen is worthy of all the popularity
health, to train as a nurse at
wood is getting. And she is working in a
cumfort than a good, old fashioned
THE BEECHES,
splendid cause, too.
tire.
Paria Hill, Me.

WANTED, A NURSE.

DON
FELIPE

half minute, then pronouuced:
"1 shall hear y«*0."
Turner expressed gratitude.
"Tlie senor no doubt expects to dispose of his plantation."

No reply.
"The condition of the country is extremely unsettled and the future is uncertain. The new administration may
not be friendly to Spunish interests.
Being an American, I am willing to
capital here. In case the senor

place

wishes to dispoee of the plantation my
friend and I are prepared to offer a

satisfactory price."
Don Felipe was astonished at hearing a private refer to himself as a
capitalist, but he reflected that the man
must be merely an agent, and, more-

over, even the shadow of such an opwould have been worth
grasping at. But business policy dictated delay, autl Don Felipe bade his
caller to an Interview the "day fol-

portunity

lowing.

"Well?" queried Larson as Turner
back from the second encounter.
"Good. His standing me off for a day
was pure bluff. He was dead anxious.
All there is left for us to do is to sign
the papers and turn over the money."
Larson contorted hie visage express-

came

ively.

"When do we sign the papers?"
"Saturday evening, and we are to do
it in style—invite a dozen or two of the

p«sh and have a blowout at the castle
is alway·
of his higlmcss. Λ kiaquet
in order with t!:t se Spaniards. A Spaniard could::'t have his mustache curled
without giving a dinner."
the
Numerous paper lanterns rivaled
in
splendor o* twenty white uniforms
that served for a banquet
the pavili'
was full
hail, ami tin* ^>ry thereof

HOOD

FAUM

Condition Powders
The Best Conditioner.

Make horses eat, expel worms, when ted at
directed, increase the milk supply in cow·
maim stock healthy, prevent sickness and

distemper, keep young stock on the gain
prevent and cure indigestion, make hens lay
By increasing the appetite and aiding the
digestive and assimilative functions thej
enable all kinds of stock to get the greatest
possible benefit from feed consumed. rui
"My horse had scratches and was
down. I gave him Hood Farm Condltlor
Powders and noticed a change for the bet
ter in a few days." A. A. Gov*, Montpe
26c., 50c. and $1. A
UPrices:
sells
$5. Prepared by C. I.

35 lb. boa
Howl Co.
Lowell, Mass. For sale by F. A. Shuw
Me,
Sooth
Paris,
utrr 4 Co.,
for

compensation to Don Felipe for an expenditure that ordinarily would have
been hem-trending. He was eloquent
in lame English, and there was free
flowing of good wine and bad toasts.
"Eilos Socorrodores. the Rescuers,"
announced the toastmaster, and their
host made Turner and Larson feel

He forgot
themselves heroes indeed.
animosities and poured forth his soul.
Larson was touched. He whispered:
"Say, Turner, don't you think, really,
now, that the old gent Is coining arouud
all right? Maybe we'd better not"—
"Yes, we had too. Suppose we'd be
getting any of that if it cost him anything? Don't be easy—and let up on
the coguac."
Don Felipe's commercial English was
too limited for use on an occasion like
this, and in his native tongue, thus in-

terpreted, he concluded:

"Rescuers, heroes, you have restored
to me the light of my soul. I owe you
the life of my beloved son. and I repay
you, senores, with the only reward
which the poor may bestow or which
heroes can desire; senores, I thank

you."
Principals

and witnesses signed legal
documents, and Turner and Larson became owners of La Honradez.
Don Felipe was about to give the
eignal for resuming festivities when a
servant brought a letter. It was from
the plantation. He broke the seal and
read:

Honorable Master—I hasten to write to
two
you of what happened when the
Americans were here three weeks ago.
all
were
we
fishing
when
afternoon
One
In the rtver where It cut through during
the last rains I dropped my tisli pall in
the water, and when 1 brought it up it
contained some queer yellow pebbles. I
showed them to the Americans, and they
seemed greatly astonished and said It was
gold, and they dipped the pall and brought
up more of the pebbles.

Don Felipe did not finish the rambling account. Ile hastened to find
the signature and after casting aside
several closely written pages found
crowded into a corner:
Your honor's

ant,

faithful and humble

serv-

PEDHO.

Don Felipe felt genuine emotion now.
His nails blanched, but he did not
swear. Turner was watching him. and
it was necessary to act. He signed for
silence after a moment and said in a
broken voice:
"Senores, a letter from my mother,
She—she makts a
on her deathbed.
Pause for supposed
last request."
grief. "A last request that I shall
never part with the beloved estate of
Senores. you will apLa Ilonradez.
preciate my position. Such a request
cannot be denied. 1 take refuge in the
honor and generosity of my dear
friends"—

"Alas, your honor's saintly mother,"

Turner, "a pious and deIs lier
I have heard.
I bribed Pedro to
name not Pedro?
keep silence, but"—
Voluble and profane remarks from

interrupted

vout

woman,

Don Felipe: then calm.
He led Turner to one side and set
tied the business like a man by pay
ing two thousand ("Mex."j to get tin-

deed back.
They of the uniforms departed.
other message arrived. It read:

An

Senor—It is my duty to inform you of
the sad death of your faithful servant.
Pedro, on the day before my arrival at
La Honradez. He was wildly delirious
before death and imagined himself the
discoverer of quantities of gold.

TURNER.

How War·

Bcicln.

"Papa, how do nations got into war
with each other?" asked Tommy Seasonby.

"Sometimes one way, sometimes another," said the father. "Now. there are
Germany and Spain; they came near
getting into war because a Spanish
mob took down the German Hug."
"No, my dear," put in Mrs. Seasonby;
"that wasn't the reason."
But, my darling," said Mr. S., "don't
are mis
you suppose I know? You
taken. That was the reason."
"No, dearie, you are mistaken. It
because the Germans"—
"Mrs. Seasonby, I say it
cause"—
"Peieg, yon know better.

was

was

be-

You arc

only trying to"—

don't understand that
this matter
your opinion was asked in
"Madam,

I

anyway."

"Well, I don't want my boy Instructed by an old ignoramus."
"See here, you impudent"—
"Put down your cane, you old brute.

Don't you dare bristle up to me or I'll
send this rolling pin at your head, you

old"—
"Never mind," interrupted Tommy;
"I think I know how wars begin."—
London Answers.
I'aed In

Bookbinding.

It seems a somewhat surprising
statement to make that eggs, condensed
milk, olive oil and vinegar are all used
in the binding of books. Yet such is
the cuse. The white of egg is used for

"sizing," to cause the delicate ornamental gold leaf to adhere to the
leather. To make the "sizing" perform
its adhesive work even more delicately
a little milk is added, and to help further in the important work of adhe
sion, a coating of olive oil or diluted
vinegar is sometimes applied to ticWise old bookbinders have
leather.
been seen to use the light froth of ale
as a coating over a binding of silk. The
froth holds the gold leaf with perfect
success and does not stain the silk.
Many of the old expert bookbinders
have little secret methods of their own
by which to produce peculiarly tine results. and these secrets they guard as
Jealously as the housewife does her favorite

Weekly.

family

recipes.

—

Pearson's

Moat Important.
life or
"I thought you Raid this was a
drugdeath case?" growled the sleepy
at 3 a. m.
gist. who had been awakened
two cent
a man who wanted a

by

stamp.
it Is
"So It is." declared the man; "so
wife
I've got to mail this letter to my
In time to
at once that she may get It
home long enough
postpone her return
In the
for me to have a new mirror put
Some of
parlor aud the hall repapercd.
me to
the boys si>ent the evening with

night."—Judge.

Λ Turklah Cnatom.
dead in the
Upon the graves of the
waTurkish cemeteries little vessels of

of the
ter are placed for the benefit
tombs
marble
the
of
some
and
birds,
same
have basins chiseled out for the
that
purpose, the superstition being
birds carry messages about the living
else it
to the dead and, like everything
Turkey, are suspected of being spiteful
theli
unless something is done to curry
favor.

H·

Sleep·.

good
music?" aaked Mrs. Oldgirl
"Has your husband a

foi
of Mrs
ear

Newed.

Mrs

"I am afraid not," replied
Newed. "He seems to think everythlnj
he heara played In church le a lullaby.1

—OtBfiJnnati Qoeunergial Tribune.

{His
5
•

J

J

Sister's

Keeper

I

J
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By
Elizabeth Dyke Lewis ♦

Copyright. 1901, by E. D. Lewis

*

Hlie was only the third lady In the
cast of the comic opera, hut lu>r voice
was improving, and she had youth and
η good figure to give her hopes of ad-

vancement. She entered into her part
with an enthusiasm whieh overlooked
the drafty wings and even the chilly
barrenness of her own dressing room.
She hated her lodgings in the French
quarter in West Twenty-fifth street
and always longed to get hack to the

theater.
She was sitting in her dressing room
on Wednesday afternoon, ready for
the matinee, which was to begin in
ten minutes, when the tallboy came to
the door.

"Why, surely my watch isn't wrong!"
she exclaimed, for she was not needed
until half past 2. No; only the manager wanted to speak to her. The manager often wanted to speak to her. She
came cheerfully forward to see what
lie was standing in his
he wanted,
shirt sleeves giving the gas man a
dressing about some lights which had
ruined the star's costume the night before. but he left his speech in the

middle and came to meet her. laying
his hand familiarly on her shoulder.
He was a big man and rather ugly,
but even the chorus girls confessed
The
that he had a way with him.
little singer felt it. too, for she let herself be drawn into the office, and the
door shut behind her. Then she gave
a fillip to her short skirts and perched
the table.
The manager cleared hi? throat and
went to the point.
"You see. Miss Kennedy," he began,
"I've been wanting to give you a lift
I can't bounce .Miss
for some time.
Gray, of cours··. She's been on a good
while and is used to it. But after this
run I do want you to have something
better. Now. here's a thing called 'Liberty Hello' that's bound to make a hit
some time, and if you like you can
take the score home and try Fair Helen's part on your piano. It was simply
made for you." lie turned the leaves
rapidly, showing her the size of the
part and a few of the situations and
humming η couple of the songs, while
his plump forefinger followed the
score.
"Now." he said, checking oil
the points on his finger, "here's the
scheme In brief: You're Fair Helen,
Stevens is the Duke's son. and I'm your
manager, and we go off on the road—
Pittsburg, you know, and Cincinnati,
and perhaps Chicago if it's all right.
And now, before you say anything, I
want it to be quite understood that the
point of the whole thing, to me at

on

least, is that I'm «your manager—see?
And now. Miss Kennedy, I'm going to
make myself believe that you'll think
it over the right way. And I guess it's
about time for us both to be on the outside of that door, isn't it?"
He opened the door and let her out
ahead of him, and she ran into the
wings and talked to the chorus girls
till lier cue came. She joined absently
In their laughter at her own jokes, and
all the time she was thinking over the
manager's proposal.

It sounded very attractive. She knew
that she would stand a better chance
of real promotion if she held her position in a good "stock." Yet the idea of
α star part and presumably higher salary was alluring in the extreme.
She abandoned her reflections as the
time came for her to lead the chorus
out and to dance while they echoed re-

to her song.
"But that I novel' do!" her song concluded us she brought both feet together with α martial click and salute.
"Ah! That we never do!" echoed the
chorus, and then she had to come farsponses

ther down and do the last verse over
agaiu. She could see over the footlights
and even distinguish faces in the first
three or four rows of the orchestra.
The front row was nearly filled by a
party of schoolgirls, with their chapwho
eron, but at the end was a man,
was strangely out of place in that matinee assemblage. She looked beyond
him to the old ladies behind and then
to the lines of heads in the galleries,
but presently she found her glance
coming back to him. For a few moments she was tantalized, and then she
suddenly ivmcuibcrcd where she had
met him. It was In quite another life.

He could hardly ufluid to recognize
her even if he remembered her, she
thought bitterly, and just then his face
up. and he stared at her and

lighted

bowed and smiled In the most friendly
way. though he seemed a little uncertain of her returning the salutation.
She found a way to do so. however,

and when she gave the last whirl to
her skirts and ran off she knew that lie
would take her final bow as meant for
him.
She Joined the others for a chat In
the wings till the end of the act, and
when she went to her dressing room
she found two fine bouquets of Jack's
waiting for her. She looked for the
Her first bunch was from a
cards.
man to whom she had sent a box. lie
was doubtless there—with his wife and
children. She must remember to look

when she went on again. But the second! She opened her eyes. Ile hud
not only spuken to her; he had sent her
flowers! Did It mean that there were
others in this world who would take
The manager
her back again still?
and his melodramatic adoration seemed
suddenly as far away from her as they
would have been a year before. She

remembered having read a newspaper
clipping which had suggested higher
"Miss Kennedy's
than this for her.
abilities," It had said, "are rather
above her voice, and it would not be
amiss for her to see what she could do
In
comedy." Indeed ehe had

legitimate

been thinking seriously of leaving the
operatic stage at the cloAe of the present engagement, perhaps for the
drama, perhaps for 110 stage at all.
Who could tell? She lifted the flowers
and Impulsively hurried off to the man-

ager's

room.

"I have come," she said, afraid to
Btop for breath, lest her resolutions

General Debility

ot
Day in and out there is that feeling
weakness that makes a burden of itself.
Food does not strengthen.
Sleep does not refresh.
It Is bard to do, hard to bear, what
and
should be easy,—vitality is on the ebb,
the whole system suffers.
For this condition take

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

tone
It vitalizes the blood, gives vieor and
and is
to all the organs and functions,
or
positively unequalled for all run-down
debilitated conditions.
cttut·.
U(h>D'b flLU cure cotuUpatlon. 23

Ken

Meant Brent»· That Revive Mem·
orlen of I'al·.

Every storm, earthquake or disaster
of any kind brings out « curious phase
of liuiuan nature. Many of those who
have seen their houses destroyed or
their nearest relatives killed return
as soon as possible to the scenes of devsurely you"—
"No," she said firmly, for she would astation. In some instances this is exhave no more words with this man plained by the fact that there are more
than she could help. "I am sorry if I opportunities of earning a livelihood
disappointed you—sorry if I gave you Among old neighbors than among new
to understand—but this is final, and I surroundings. In numerous cases, how-

There is my call," she added ever, no such business reason operates
hastily as she heard the song out on as an Inducement. The magnet Is senthe stage drawing to an end. Then she timent, not money. As some mourners
ran out and stood for an instant in the devote every holiday to visiting graves,
must go.'

wings.
"I may repent it afterward," she said
to herself, "but I won't if I can help
It was real nice of him sending
it.
I am glad, though,
me those flowers.
that he'll never know how much they
happened to mean to me. He'd think
it was too silly! I shan't dare to look

so

a

larce fraction of the homeless and

bereaved go back to sjk'ikI the remainder of their days in the scenes that recall calamity and gloom.
It was so after the great London fire,

after the Lisbon earthquake,
after the yellow fever swept
Philadelphia, and in more recent years
at him again."
the Chicago tire, the Mississippi Hoods.
The star brushed past her with a Charleston, Johnstown and other cakind jest and a laugh, and she went tastrophes coiilirm the old experience.
on. crying to meet a Strephon in blue Apparently the desire to gain new
satin, who vainly endeavored to wipe pleasures Is no more keen than the
away her tears. She was too much wish to revive the memory of old pain.
occupied with her business to bave a Our last storm destroyed much properfair look at the front seats. After a ty and many lives, but we will see
few explanatory sobs on her part people choosing homes in sight of the
Strephon, with histrionic intuition, telegraph pole from which the fatal
seemed to grasp the situation, and live wire dangled or the flooded stream
they advanced to the footlights to- in which the only son was drowned.—
gether. joining in a duet The air was Philadelphia Ledger.
familiar to every street boy now. and
unless she gave it her entire attention
Art of Paper Mnklnir.
each person in the audience would
In the matter of making and using
think that he had heard it better done. paper we are not in line with the ChiShe dared not glance even once to the nese and other Asiatics, who not only
spot toward which she was half un- make the linest paper in the world, but
consciously acting all the time, but apply it to all sorts of uses, making
when she ran out for the last time she window panes, fans, umbrellas, sandals
thought that a certain lifting of her and even cloaks and other garments
eyelashes and a saucy shrug of one of It
shoulder just as she kissed her hand in
The art of making paper from mulit was
it was

so

so

that same direction would be accepted berry bast is said to have been invented
as reparation for her apparently cold In China in the second century It.
treatment. She almost fancied a gleam Afterward bamboo shoots, straw, grass
of gratitude as warm as her own com- and other materials were also us<\l.
ing toward her from the golden haze The manufacture spread to the adjaof the footlights on the end.
cent countries.
··**·*·
The Arabs learned It In Samarkand,

and their learned men carefully kept
secret the process by which they made
The crusades
paper for their own use.
made Europe acquainted with the art.
and the tirst paper mill In (Jermany

That seat, had she but seen it. was
It had been empty since the
first scene. The man in a box of the
upper tier scarcely remembered that
he knew one of the girls on the cast,
lie was engrossed for the present in
quite a different sort of young woman—the one for whom he had brought
some flowers and whom he had been
alile to find only after the second act.
She was sitting a little behind the rest

empty.

dates from the twelfth century.
To this day the process of paper mak
ing in the east is simple and apparently crude, the libers being torn apart
with the fingers and the pulp pressed
In a

of her party, and as he leaned over
her chair she bent her head back until
it almost touched his arm and laughed
softly into his eyes at something he
had said. There was a charming understanding between them. They had

"An egg in the process of hatching,"
an expert, "is remarkably sensito vibration. Half the failures
amateurs encounter in hatching
chicks by the incubator method
are due to lack of precaution in pro
viding against the effect of vibration
or
on the eggs. The rumble of a train
the passage of a wagon along the
street will spoil a whole incubator full

Window·.

There is the window in the tower

through which the aged Laud stretched
his hands in benediction as Strafford

onward to his death; there is
the window "in Carlsbrook's narrow
case," which baffled the unfortunate
Charles in his attempt to escape; there
is the window in the Louvre from
which that other and guiltier Charles
witnessed the massacre of St. Karthol-

passed

Two editors quarreled, and one referred to the other's early career in his

paper.
"As for our contemporary," he wrote,
"what can we expect from a man who
was live years ago hawking from door
to door with a donkey, and an ill condi-

omew.

Then there is the window in the narLinlithgow street from which
Bothwellnaugh shot "the good Earl
of Murray," and the window in the
High street of Edinburgh whence Ar-

row

tioned beast at that?"
His rival did not deny It, but in his
next issue appeared the following:

gyll watched the chivalrous Montrose
borne onward to his scaffold, with
his own
Standard.

fate

contemporary says that five
we were 'hawking from door
ago
years
to door with a donkey, and an ill conditioned beast at that.' lie is quite right.
We were so occupied. Iîut we are surto find the donkey has such a
"Our

forecast of what
be.—Loudon
would

or

A Really Poop Author.
prised
When Dr. Johnson was a resident of
good memory."
Grub street, he made the acquaintance
of a poet mimed Samuel Boyse, whose
Th»· Word "Awful."
poem on the Deity and other works
In Mrs. Oliphant's "Lifo of Principal
Boyse
had earned him high praise.
Tullocli" of St. Andrews we find I»r.
could not «ο abroad to seek work beTulloeli speaking of some one as "an
cause his clothes were in pawn, so he
awful Tory." Mrs. Oliphant says in η
lay abed with his arms thrust through footnote:
two holes in the insective blanket,
"Lest the principal should Ικ· accused
which was the only covering, writing
of slang, 1 may say that the adjective
and starving. Johnson raised enough
is strictly Scotch and had been emmoney to get his clothes for him, but
ployed for generations by a people
bed
in
was
again,
later
two days
Boyse
fond of strong speaking before it
mushrooms
eating a stew of beef and
the border and gave to the
crossed
purchased by the repawning of his suil.
of
Kugland a freshly energetic
youth
"I might as well eat while I may," he
if inelegant word."
said, "for I must some day starve,
whether I will or not."
Freckle·.
l
Some people arc born freckled, and
Gold.
Ancient
others have freckles thrust upon them.
In olden times gold was obtained
former class might as well accept
The
abundantly from the rivers of Asia.
their freckles as a dispensation of ProvThe sands of Pactolus, the golden
idence, for uothing can be done for
fleece secured by the Argonauts, the
them. The latter can always get rid
of
fable
the
of
metal
Opliir,
yellow
cf their allliction by using a couple cf
King Midas, all illustrate the eastern
drams of sal ammoniac with au ounce
the
Great
Alexander
origin of gold.
the solution mixed
of
gold of German cologne,
brought nearly $50U,UDU,UU0
α pint of distilled water. Applied
with
Gold also came from
from Persia.
two or three times a day it will cure
Arabia and from the middle of Africa
the worst case of acquired freckles on
by way of the Nile. But all of these

famous sources of

ago exhausted.
A

supply

were

long record.

Horrible Thought.

Towne—I suppose you've heard about
Kadley, that awful cynic, losing his
mind?
Browne—No? My, that's terrible!
Towne—Oh, I don't know. I haven't

Scientific DUcnxxlon.

suptracks have
posed to be petrified horse
been found in Missouri.
Old Lady—Oh, they can't be.
Professor Searcher—What

are

any sympathyProfessor Searcher—Just my opinion
Browne—What! Suppose some decent
and the
horse
The
madam.
exactly,
fellow should tlud It!—Catholic Standthose
imprints
which
In
alluvial deposit
widely ard and Times.
were

discovered

represented

different eras of zoological and geological history.
horse
Old Lady—l'es, and a petrified
couldn't walk, you know.—New York

Her Way of IMittlav It.

"It is extravagance to buy such dress
lining, Mrs. Bargains."
"It was real cheap, hubby, dear. On-

Weekly.

a dollar something a yard."
"How much is 'something?' What
was the price?"
"It was $1.08."—Boston Traveler.

ly
Notoriety Seeker·.

thai
Mrs. Greene—Miss Black and
ridlcu
Brown girl made themselves
prominent at the musical last

lously
Quit quarreling with your neighbors,
night. It was positively scandalous!
will soon
Mrs. White—For mercy's sake! Wbal and the judges and lawyers
cease to run everything, as at present
did they do?
sal —Atchison Globe.
Mrs. Greene—Do? They Just
to th<
listening
the
evening
all
there
be
music and never passed a word
tween them.—Boston Transcript
A

DOCTORS

Wlae Woman.

say "Consumption can be cured.'*
Nature alone won't do it. It needs
help. Doctors say

Mr. Snaggle (snappishly)—Don't b<
correcting that boy always, Sarah. Lei
nature take its course, won't you?
shin
Mrs. Snaggle (laying aside the
do nothing of the sort, Mr

"Scott's Emulsion

gle)—I'll

wo
Snaggle. I don't intend that any
as I'v<
man shall have such a husband
got if I can prevent it

Money doesn't bring contentment
mind, but it keeps contentment fron
getting lonesome.—Baltimore News.
ο

butlag

Superatltlona

About the Arch of

Tkat

Promis·.

"Rainbow gold" used to be the wup
and woof of many a childish dream.
The pot of treasure burled "where the
end of the bow touches the ground"
has been searched for by trusting chilThe present
dren again and again.
generation of childhood Is so blase,
however, that such gentle fantasies are
•pt to be received with scorn.
There are many lasting superstitions
connectcd with the arch of promise,
however. In many countries the rainbow is spoken of as being a great bent
pump or siphon tube, drawing water
from the sea by mechanical means.
In parts of Russia, In the Don country and also in Moscow and vicinity,
the rainbow is known by α word which
is equivalent to "the bent water pipe."
Iu nearly all Slavonic dialects It Is
known by terms signifying "the cloud
siphon," and in Hungary it is "the
pump," "Noah's pump" or "God's

pump."

In the province of Charkov, Russia,
the rainbow is said to drain the wells,
and to prevent this many are provided
with heavy, tight fitting stone platforms. In the province of Saratov thé
bow is said to be under the control of
three angels, one of whom pumps the
water, the second "feeds" the clouds,
and the third sends the rain.
The Malayan natives call It by the
same name that they do the banded
water cobra, ouly that they add "boba,"
meaning double headed, the equivalent
in English being "the double headed
water snake."
The Turkish children are told that
If they can touch the rainbow they will
at once have silver heads, eyes of ruby
end teeth of gold. In Greece they say
that the person so unfortunate as to
stumble over the end of the rainbow
will have his or her sex changed In-

Btantly.

ADVISING AN ARTIST.
Simulation 'Mint Wm
l>> I ηι·Ιι· Situa.
Uncle Silas Eastman ·»*··! his wife
took sommer boarders. θ;κ· year they
had a number of artists, who were attracted by the pi< turesque loneliness
of the Eastman farm, and Uncle Silas
never hesitattd to say afterward that
artists were "beyond him."
"They make no trouble about their
eating," he said to a friend when at
last the boarders had taken their way
"You couldn't call 'em
to fresh tields.
prompt, but then they never minded
whether things were hot or cool. LeastThe

Novel

Con tri but ··■!

wuys they never found any fault
"But they've got curious i.otions and
mighty little faculty and common
One of 'em wus to work on a
sense.
sunset piece all the time he was here.
I went out one evening and asked him
how he was getting on, and he says:
"Oh, Uncle Silas, the light changes
so fast, and the effect is βυ hard to get,
und there's only one night more.'
"lie was 11 nice little fellow, and I

felt sorry for him, so I says: 'Well, why
took
of eggs if the faintest vibratory wave In tunket haven't the rest of 'em
There's
reaches the apparatus. Even such a hold with ye and helped ye out?
for all
little tiling as the banging of a door room enough 011 that canvas
I
in some other part of the house will four of ye to be working together!
a
bet ye never thought of asking 'em,
destroy the chances of hatching out
brood where care has not been taken now did ye?' I says.
"Ami do ye believe me, I'm as sure us
to place the incubator beyond the
overshoes
reach of such disturbances. A thunder- I'm standing here in my
over
storm always κ Ives breeders a scare, from the blank look that spread
had never come
as thousands of eggs may be spoiled his face that the idea
To into his poor, foolish head till I put It
by a sudden heavy thunderclap.
the there!
sneeze or cough in the vicinity of
"They've got their place, artists have,
incubators w ill sometimes work a dishut there'll ought to be a gardeen
astrous result"—New York Tribune.
that I
'pointed over every one of 'em
Yes, sir!"—Youth's ComEditorial I'lranant rie*.
ever saw!

lonely
Greenwich palace from which Elizaboth waved her farewells to her brave
seamen as they set forth in their tiny
"cockboats" to seek a westward path
to far Cathay.

thought

llntcliinu I'kic.

says
tive
that
out

In history and literature the window
holds a conspicuous place. There is the
window in Leveu Castle tower through
which the wistful eyes of Mary, queen
of Scots, strained their gaze across the
lake; there is the window in

never a

primitive contrivance.
Λ

both forgotten that there was any one
on the stage.
Some HNtorlcul

THE RAINBOW.

MAGNETISM OF MISERY.

should change, "to refuse your very
kind offer, for reasons which I canuot
explain, and to return you the hooks."
She thrust score and libretto into his
hands. He stared at her astonished.
"Why, Miss Clara," he exclaimed,
"you will at least take till tomorrow to
You will at least try
think it over.
the score.
You cannot refuse me—

I

is the best help." But you must
continue Its use even in hot
weather.
If you have not tried it, tend for free «ample.
SCOTT ft IÎOWNB, ChemixU,
New York,
409-415 I'emrl Street,
50c. and $1.00; all draggitt.

panion.
Or Ακ«.

was
Some few days ago u policeman
notorious
s·*nt to serve a summons on a
alono
pouclier. This person, who lived
and had evaded service successfully
of a
for some time, was tbo owner
will
male goat My friend, whom I
call Mac, went to the defendant's
house, hut the wily poacher, observthe
ing his approach, had tied, leavlug
door unfastened. Mac saw the goat
soltied up in a corner, entered and
after
emnly read the summons to him,
which he stuck the copy on his horns,
tho
lie then went home and indorsed
paper thus:
"Served by leaving a copy of this
at
summons in defendant's residence
etc.
—, with an inmate,"
service, Mac was
When

proving

asked by the magistrate:
"Was the inmate of age?"
"Your worship," said my friend, layof
ing his hand on the middle button
his tunic, "he had a beard down to
that"—Loudon Tit-Bits.
The Theologian'· Point,
A dispute recently arose at a beer
table in Germany between a group of
university men as to which ecieuce waa

the oldest.

A representative of the law declared
that it was Jurisprudence, for this science must have been known In paradise, seeing that Adam and Eve were
evicted therefrom.
"Why," said a graduate of medicine,
"medicine is certainly of older date.
Just think of the operation that Adam
had to submit to In order that a rib

should be obtained for Eve!"
"No, no, gentlemen," retorted an electro technician, "for before anything
was created God said, 'Let there be

light!'

"

Then came the theologian, who said,
"I do not want to appear presumptuous, but I think that precedence belongs to theology, for before it was
light it was—dark!"
What Borax I·.

One of the most desirable articles in
the laundry or the washroom and valuable in many purposes connected with
the household economy as well as In
sclentitic use ie the simple salt known
to every one under the name of borax,
but probably not much known as to Its
constituent elements or its nature by
most of those who use it more or less
frequently. Biborate of sodium, to use
Its chemical name, first comes as a natural product from Tibet by way of
India under the name of tlucal, the
■alt being covered with a green cruet
of a soapy nature which requires removal before the borax is avullable
for use.
▲ Hint on Spanking.
Father (to the seven-year-old sod beside him in the dog cart cutting the

whip sharply through the air)—See,

Tommy, how I make the horse go faster without striking him at all.
Tommy (in an eager tone of happy,
discovery)—Papa, why don't you spank
children that way?—New ïork
us

World.

▲ Dont ««tie ComT«mlene«.

Garson—Have you hot water in jam

boose?
De Long—Tea; my wife'· mother Ural
with us.

ESTABLISH RD MM.

She

gemocrat,

Oxford
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SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JULY 15,1902.
AT WOOD A FORBES,
Prap ltUr·.

Editor· aid

A. B. t'ouu.

Uaoite· M. atwuou.

THE OXFORD BKABS.
IN*

ALL
THE OOINQ8 OF THE WEEK
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
PARIS HILL.
Baptist Church, Rev. H. H. Bishop,
Preaching every Sunday tt 11 i. VSunday School at 13 M. Sabbath Evening 8er
▼toe at 7:» r. m. Prayer Meeting Thursday
evening at 7 -SO p. χ.
Universalis! Church, Kev. J. H. Little, Pastor.
I'rea.'hlng service every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Sunday School at 12 M.
First
Futur,

Miss Mary H. Taylor of Boston is the
here.
ΓκκΜβ
#1M a Tear U paid strictly In advance. guest of relatives
Otherwise litfu a year. Single copie· 4 cent»
A very pleasant social affair was the
links Tuesday afternoon
AuvLJiTismΜτβ :— AU legal advertisements tea given at the
are given three consecutive Insertion* tor $1 JO
by the young ladies of the Golf Club
contracts
in
of
column.
Inch
length
Special
per
executive committee. The club house
made with local, transient and yearly advertisand grounds were decorated and furnisher·.
ed for the occasion. Miss Brown and
Ueam
Ju» Fhutuo.·— Sew type. ta»t presse·,
Miss Parris received the guests, and
power, experienced workmr and low prices
Miss Snow and Miss Taylor presided
corn Une to make this department of our business complete and popular.
Sandwiches
over the two punch bowls.
and lemonade were served to all, and a
RMULK COPIES.
cake, made for the occasion and suitably
Paris
Single Copies of the Democrat are four cent» decorated with the name of the
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by Hill Golf Club, was cut as the crowning
the publishers or for the convenience of patron*
A putting
feature of the afternoon.
jingle copies of each lseue hate been placed on
match was conducted by Messrs. Philip
sale at the following places In he County :
Partln's Drug Store.
South Parts,
ami Keilly, and the prize, a set of golf
Shurtleff's I rug Store.
balls, was won by Mrs. J. L. Carter, who
Norway,
Noyes' Drug Store.
made a score of 9 against 10 by a numStone'» l>rug Store.
Alfred Cole, 1'ostmaster.
Buckdeld,
ber of other contestants, and larger
Office
Insurance
A.
F.
Lewis,
Eryeburg,
The weather was
scores by still more.
Mrs. Harlow, Post Office.
Parts UU1,
all that could be desired, and a good
West Parts,
SamuelT. White.
number of guests were present.
Deacon John Edwards of Virginia and
Professor Wm. Anthony of North Caroliua have been spending a well-earned
vacation at Paris Hill.
The singing at the Universalist church
κοκ governor,
is now by a choir from South Paris, consisting of Mrs. H. E. Wilson, soprano,
F.
Miss Grace Thayer alto, L. S. Sessions
tenor, ami George A. Briggs bass, with
Mrs. Burbank, Kev. Mr. Little's daughter,
For Heprrseutatlvc lu Congress.
as organist.
The light of Wednesday evening's lire
CHARLES E. LITTLEFIELD, at Turner
was seen here, and shone eo
of Rockland.
high upon the clouds that people placed
it at Bucktield village or perhaps nearer.
A good audience attended the opening
For Srnalor,
entertainment of the Universalist Circle
The following proof Bethel. Friday evening.

Republican

JOHN

John

Nominations.

of

HILL,

Augusta,

M. Philbrook,

gramme was

For Clerk of Courts,

Chaki.es F. Whitman, of
For

County

Norway.

Treasurer,

of Paris.

George M. Atwood,
For County Attorney,

of Bethel.

Ellkky C. Park,
For

J.

Register of Deeds,

Hastings Bean,

For

of Paris.

Register of Ikttli Western District,

ofFryeburg.

Eckley Bali.aku,
For

E. P.

Couuty

<

uuitnlsslouer,

For sheriff,

of Iliram.

Edgak L. Flint,
For

Krpr«rutiill«M

to

Legislature.

From Rumford,

Waldo Pettengill.

From district composed of Norway,
Oxford and Hebron,
Gkokge J. Parrott, of Oxford.

Oxford
and

County Court Directory j

County

All the numbers were good, and the
"l'air of Lunatics" was a particularly
taking skit. The new lloor was in excellent condition, and the dancing was
much enjoyed, particularly by the young
people spending the summer here, who
were out in force.
and family were
Maxim
Litclitield Saturday by the
sudden death of Mrs. Maxim's mother,
Mrs. Dr. Adams.
Dr. Augustus S. Thayer and wife of
Portland spent Sunday atO. A. Thayer's.
Kev. Win. M. Kimmell and wife arrive
at O. A. Thayer's the tirst of this
week for July and August.
"A Suit of Livery," a two-act comedy,
will be given at Academy Hall Friday
eveuiug, with the following cast of
characters:
Herbert Douglas, a suitor for tue nana or siiss
il. W. Lyon, Jr.
Karrlntrton,
Clarence Sharpe, a "leteeUve from Chicago,

Maynard

of Oxford. called

Fal nce,

Officers for

1901-2.

presented :

Mr. P. B. Morris.
Violin Solo—( availrnt,
Miss Κ (He V. Morris, accompanist.
Riclfcitlmi—The Tale of a Cranberry Tart,
Miss Adelaide Case.
Mr. John M. Morris'
Mute Solo—Berceuse,
Miss Morris, accompanist.
KcrltiUlou—Tne Carriage Lamps,
Miss Julia H. Carter.
FAHCIS, Α PAIR OK LUNATICS.
Mr. John M. Morris.
He,
Miss Marion Parris.
She,

Jeems

to

Mr. John M. Morrle.

'Knery Η. ΆΊΜηβυη the butler,

Mr. Charles Stanton.
Mrs. Hubert Karrln^ton, a bereave·! matron.
Miss Una P. Taylor.
Mle* Isabel Karrlngton, Mre.
Farrlngton'e
Mrs. E. U. Harlow.
niece,
Mrs. H. W. Lyon.
Uretclien, A "Ibernlan la«ty,

fI

FRYEBURQ.
Mies A. N. Page came home from
I
Maiden before "the Fourth."
the Fourth of July.
Mfu Sarah S. Evan* arrived last week
to his home
j
from
Talladega, Alabama, where the
Salem, Mass., July 7.
Mr. and Mn. A. F. Tilton and Master passed the winter.
Mr. W. 6. Garry came from Boston for
Don were in town over the Sabbath.
the short vacation of the Fourth.
Mise Rilla Spaulding is with
The "memorable day" wai very quiet
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Spaulding.
Her grandmother and great grandfather, and the "hoodlums" were very civilized
during the night.
Capt. Lewie Biabee, are very poorly.
The celebrations at North Fryebnrg
met with
Mrs. E. G. Cole Tuesday. Mrs. Cole has and North Conway attracted so many
been quite ill, but is greatly improved. that the village was very peaceful.
Mrs. M. A. Randall has had an ill turn
buildings arebeiug
from which she seems to be recovering,
The family of Chas. Nash of Lewiston, but with no prospect of restored health.
her son
the well-known commercial traveler Word from Augusta represents
have taken Mrs. R. C. Thomes' rent as "no better."
Rev. Mr. McBride of Bristol preached
for two months.
church Sunday,
at the
^orandi and young
κ son
·
I July β. Congregational
are at Hotel Long.
and
his sister, Mrs.
Heath
Mr. Elliot
Geo Dunham is at home from
Pratt, from Massachusetts, have been at
His father, Freeland
chu setts.
I their sister's, Mrs. A. H. Evans'.
ham, is m poor health.
Mrs Nina Shedd McKeen visited Miss
K. C. Atwood and family of New JerLena Emerson for a few days.
sey are stopping at Hotel Long.
Mrs. Kate Whiting Dana and her husof Sumner,
«
î* Horton.
Mattie Howe
* «
friend, Mrs. Smith, were visiting friends I band from Kansas and Mrs. at
Miss Mary
Haskell of Portland were
in town recently.
Mrs Lucy Skillings has returned from Howe's this week.
Mrs. Lucia Towie Livingston and three
an extended visit to friends at Biddeford
I children of Hartford, Conn., have come
and other points.
Her
summer.
Mrs. dough and niece from Nashua, to her old home for the
from MassachuN. H., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mer- I cousin, Miss Warren,
setts, will remain with her.
ritt Parsons.
Miss Ethel Gordon of Marblehead,
Miss Rilla Spaulding and K. C
daughter of the late Marshall Gordon, is
wood and family left town Friday.
visiting her relatives here.
Isaac and Mrs. Shaw and
Miss A. O. Hastings and H. A. Pike
from Florid* Friday.
the
«
and its effects: High jinks, and are now at home from their trip to
Rum
at Buck- land of Evangeline.
headquarters
W.
MrR. Susan Abbott and her daughter
r,th' Sher'ff TuckLocke at
\\ arren arrested two men Harriet are with Mrs. John
"
Portland for a short visit.
at the hmgepole mining camp for an asThe I Mrs. Maude Cousins has gone home to
sault on a young man on July 4.
Portland.
young man bore unmistakable marks of
Miss Lena Howe, teacher of kinderhard usage, but as evidence was on hand
garten at Saco, is at Mrs. Towle's for
te prove that it was other parties that
her summer vacation.
made the assault they were discharged
Miss Virginia Evans is visiting in
bv Trial Justice Merritt Parsons before South Easton, Mass.
F. R. Dver
whom the case was called.
I Robie Evans and Edwin Page have
for the prosecution.
at "Mt. Kineo" for the season.
Monday the supposed guilty partv positions
An installing party of the W. R. C.
bv
were here on Thursday.
officers, besides one drunk gathered in.
The railroad station was entered on
According to the evidence this man was Wednesday night, and the safe blown
not guilty, hence his discharge. The
But a small amount of money
drunk was fined |3 and costs amounting open.
was obtained.
for
prosecution ; I
D*er
Walter Gray for respondent
BRYANT POND.
One
Next adultery.
Wing, a ward of
Mr. Clark of Newark, N. J., the ownha8 **60 living on
er of one of the largest thread winding
Mo,mtai.n' in «η old school
in tlie world, visited at Capt.
ht
house
use for some time with a wife, two plants
John Dearborn's the first of the week.
boys, and an extra woman, a Mrs. Rob- Mr. Clark is a veteran of the war of the
bins. It seems that the East Livermore
rebellion and sacrificed his right arm on
authorities, weary of supporting this the altar of his
county.
E.
Cole
A.
selectman
harem, requested
Young Dr. Clark, thinking it is not
t<> institute proceedings if he could
man
to
be alone, took unto himfor
This was good
obtain sufficient evidence.
self a wife on Wednesday. He went to
obtained from the boys, one of whom is
married Miss BrendaSoule,
large enough to do a man's work, the Freeportandhere
Wednesday evening.
returning
other to earn his living.
are boarding at the Glen Mountain
Justice Parsons considered the evi- They
House for the present.
dence sufficient to bind them over to the
Mrs. C. Jackson of North Woodstock
of court in the s,,m of
died Wednesday night after a severe illι. "?
As no bonds were forth£·>
ness of a little over a week's duration.
coming they were escorted to South Dr. Holt of
Berlin, Ν. H., Dr. SturteBaiiSett' who nested
vant of Bethel, and Drs. Clark and Carfor prosecution. The boys
them
roll, all attended her, and a trained
were shipped by rail to their natural
uurse was hired and everything done
protector. East Livermore, where their that could be
done, but without avail.
mother preceded them, as by report, to
She leaves a husband and little child
«·*
about a year old, also a mother and
sister. Her mother, Mrs. Sumner Sesa dav of peace and
on Thursday with
was
h„t
morning early the offi- sions, andprostrated
grief.
cers were called upon to go to Fred fatigue
Mrs. John Tobin and Mary are visiting
odgdon s up the mountain side and at Fred
Lurvey's.
nian w,,o appeared on the
a
y°"n.k' another ">an in the small
There was quite a party who went to
and attended the
loaded with South Paris Wednesday
circus.
w nskey.
It appears that his ex-wife
is
Bacon
Miss Myrtle
stopping at home
w o obtained a divorce from him last
for the present. She visited the Monfall was there and he seemed overroes at South Waterford, recently.
anxious to gain admittance, male threats
Dr. Stuart of Rumford Corner was in
and stormed about staying a little teo
town Wednesday.
and assistant,
barren
puty.
Mann's clothes pin mill is shut down
Dan hmery, waited upon him, and with
for the present and will not commence
some persuasion from a revolver induced
work again until fall.
and 8ubrait ,li8 case
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Bowker went to
to
·10 an(1 cost8·
Park on Friday with
* m°ney or friends he Merrymceting
Onward R. D. Lodge.
, , ,
for Pans.
was headed
Mrs. Ida True is shopping in town for
the summer.
GREENWOOD.
William Mason and family of BaltiThe Fourth passed off with very little
are stopping at the Glen
noise, two or three guns at a great dis- more, Md.,
Mountain House.
tance early in the morning, so far away
Mrs. Etta Tilton is visiting at her
in fact, as to sound like a boy's pop gun,
on the
fired down cellar, being all there was to brother's, Del Colo's, who resides
remind one that it was really independ- old homestead.
Mrs. Myrta Oilman is working for
The fact is it has become
ence day.
old story, and therefore attracts Mrs. Arthur Ricker.
an
to
Miss Nell Preble has returned
about as much notice as a young lady
Corn was the Bethel.
riding out bareheaded.
smallest on that day we ever saw it, with
OXFORD.
one exception, but has improved someThe Y. P. S. C. E. elected the followwhat since with more favorable weather.
Grass is now ready for the machine, ing officers:
but will have to be deferred till next
PreMdent—Rev. Mr. Newport.
Vice-President—Mrs. Ε. Λ. Richmond.
week on account of hoeing.
Secretary—M re. H. R. FurrlR.
C. B. Brooks and wife spent the Fourth
Treasurer—Miss Bertlia Kavanaugh.
on a visit to Peak's Island, his wife's
Prayer Meeting Committee— Mrs. N. G. Frost
Missionary Committee—Mr·. N. Fisher.
former home,
going Thursday and
I.oukout Committee—Mrs. Elbrl ige Edward·,
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'I'he play will be followed by a few
hours' dancing. The proceeds will be
used toward paying for the new scenery.
Further particulars may be seen on the
Judicial Court.
baud-bills.
Second Tuesday of March.
Paymaster C. S. Williams of the
Second Tuesday of October.
I'nited States Navy, now stationed at
the Charlestown Navy Yard, Mrs. WillProbate
iams, and C. S. Williams, Jr., are at the
At Soatfc Pari·.
Hubbard House.
Miss Clementine A. Cushman, who
Third Tuesday of each month except August.
has been intirm for some time and a few
At Fryebarg.
weeks since suffered a paralytic shock,
FUtt Tuesdays of June «nil December.
died Friday, at the age of 70 years, at
her home ou Main Street. Miss CushAt Ruaiford Falls.
man, whose home has been for many
Second Tue*lay of February, second Tuesday
of M a ν. thlrd'Tuesday of August, second Tue»· years at the place where she diet!, was
or
November.
day
quiet and unassuming, but has always
manifested a good public spirit by freely
Commissioners.
Court of
giving aid to everything that would
benefit the place, and has done many
At South Pari·.
deeds of unostentatious charity and kindRegular seselons:—Second Tuesday of May.!
She was a regular attendant at
Last Tuesday of ness.
^Irst Tuesday of September,
December.
the services of the I'niversalist church
She leaves no
as long as she was able.
Commissioners.
near relatives, a cousin, Miss Ford, who
home
with
her
Miss Cushman
has
made
John M. Phil brook. Chairman,
Bethel,
Ka*t Stoneham. for some years, being the nearest.
•'onatban Bartlcti,
The
Mexico. funeral at 2 o'clock
Randall L.Taylor,
Monday was attended by Kev. Miss Aiigell of Norway, and
They brought
Officers.
burial was in the family lot in the old returning Saturday.
Brooks' ten years old
hoiue Mrs.
Charles Κ Whitman, South 1'arls, Cl'k of Courts. cemetery.
to stop with them a while.
County Attorney.
Ellery C. Park, Bethel.
The Rockville (Conn.), Journal lias grandson
J. Ilaating* Beau, South l'art», Register of Deed».
Mamie Brooks has gone to work for
the followiug item relating to a former
Kelt ley Ballard. Fryeburg,
II. I). Hammond on Paris Hill.
Reglster'of l>eeds, (Western District.) Paris Hill man: "W. E. Perkins has
George Brooks was married last week
Addison K. Merrick, Bethel, Judge of Probate. made a record to be
proud of ae an agent —when,
Allsjrt D. Park, South I'aris, Register of Probate,
where, by whom and to whom,
Prudential
the
Insurance
for
Company. will be learned
t.eorgv M. Atwood, South I'aris. County Treae.
probably from another
James R. Tucker, South Parts, Sheriff ami Jailer. He has won two awards, each for having
source.
George bought the John Small
written the most business in a given
farm some time ago, where he has been
Sheriffs.
week. The first prize he received was a
bachelor's hall and evidently
silk dag, 5 χ 9 feet, and the keeping
handsome
not
Parts.
came to the conclusion that "it is
Henry K. Hammond, Crier,
James L. Parker,
Norway. second a cash prize. He secured twenty- good that man should be alone," and
Norway. two applications in the week of June
Thaddeus Cross,
Albert P. Basseu,
Norway. Sid, which brought him the coveted acted accordingly.
Bethel.
Mattie (Cole) Estes came down from
Cyrus M. Woruiell,
t»eor«e (i. Shirley,
Fryeburg. prize for this district, which includes Lynn, Mass., to visit her former home
L.
East
Hiram.
of
Hartford."
the
Flint,
Edgar
city
last Monday week, and while there Mr.
Porter.
Jamea W. chapman,
Mrs. Irving
Williamson
and Miss
Lovell.
Walter C. Basse u,
and Mrs. Harry Cole took her for houseWilliamson
of
Kleanor
are
Dlxtteld.
Washington
Don A. bates,
and went to visit Mrs. Cole's
Canton. again at The Beeches.
RoneUo A. Barrows,
Miss L. Mann keeper,
C. K. Houghton of Canton.
Buckûeld. and Miss M.
A. F. Warren,
also of Washington, father,
Wirner,
Run·for·I Falls.
Harris L. Eilk'tt,
Dea. R. L. Cole is slowly convalescing
John F. Davis,
Bridgton. are there. Among the late arrivals are from his recent shock, so that he gets
Bethel. Miss Elizabeth S. Gilbert of Brooklyn,
Milton Peuley,
out into the garden with his hoe a little
Fred A. Porter,
Rum ford Falls. Ν. Y.
: Mrs. Newton Edwards, Augusta;
Waterford.
Addison X. Holt.
while at a time.
Bryant's Pond. M iss Mary N. Edwards, Boston; Mrs.
Wellington Bird.
While Mr. and Mrs. John Titus were
George M. Stearns, Springfield, Mass. ;
in Phillips, Mrs. Titus had an
visiting
Miss L. R. Shattuck, Boston; Miss E. S.
attack of heart trouble, and so severe as
Brookline.
A
COMING EVENTS.
Fuller,
pleasant evening to require the aid of a physician. Since
was spent last week by The Beeches'
returning home they have been repeated
July Jl-iS.—Summer school, Canton.
to
humorous
readings at
guests listening
Aug.Y—Oxford Pomona I·range, Bucktteld.
intervals, accompanied by nervous
Mr.
Alfred
Morse.
His
impersonaAug. 5—Prohibition county convention. South by
so that at this writing she is
Paris.
tions of the quaint old lady were pro- prostration,
her bed. Dr. Packard is atAug. 5, t>.—Reunlou Eleventh Maine Regiment, nounced incomparable. The festivities confined to
Browulleld.
tending her. Probably the over-work
closed with a Virginia reel.
and constant strain on her mind during
Saturday afternoon a party of fifteen her father's
long sickness, and subseNEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
from The Beeches drove to the "Little
that of her little daughter, have
Ked House" at Mt. Monenticus for a quently
had much to do with her present illness.
Men's Two Piece Suits.
picnic supper.
Her daughter, Nora, is taking care of
A i.reat Shirt Waist Sale.
That site commands one of the tinest
her and all are hoping for her speedy
Haying Tools.
views
to
mountain
be
obtained
in
this
Notice.
recovery.
Suit Cases.
region. It is most desirable that the
The other day a dog, belonging to
Hebron Academy.
cross road leading from the Mountain
Elmer Cole, killed a female coon not far
Lost.
to
Mt.
district
the
Mica
road
should
be
J uly Sale.
from the house, and near the battlefield
A Lovely Picture of Queen Louise.
put in repair.
These
Mr. Cole found five baby coons.
Professor Coffey.
Misses Clara and Mary Case, who had
he has taken into his own care and is
at Lake
been spending two weeks
THE STATE CAMPAIGN.
bringing them up on a bottle.
George, returned to Paris Hill last
While on our way to meeting at the
The Republican State Committee met week.
last Sunday, the widow Nelson
at Augusta Friday night and completed
A uumber of the summer guests at- City
Jackson called us into her house for a
arrangements for opening the active tended the Episcopal service at Norway treat on ice cream and
cake; her son,
campaign in this State on August IS.
Sunday morning.
Fred Waterhouse, at the same time givThere will be three weeks of speaking,
ing several pieces on a graphophone.
and chairman F. M. Simpson of Bangor
OENMARK.
The treat and entertainment were both
informed the committee that he had reMr. Alonzo Wentworth and daughter, first class and we went on our way thinkceived assurances from nine United Mrs. Scott, of Boston,
Mass., spent the ing how nice it is to have kind friends as
States Senators and six members of the
day with Mr. and Mrs. Austin Went- we all can have by trying to do right and
House of Representatives that they will worth,
Mr. WentTuesday, July 8th.
to others.
speak in Maine during the last two worth has been connected with the police being friendly
weeks of the campaign.
SUMNER.
EAST
force of Bostou for a number of years.
The list comprises Senators Burnham
Mrs. Geo. A. Hill and children have
The light of the disastrous fire at
and Uallinger, New Hampshire: Lodge. returned from
Massachusetts, where Turner village Wednesday evening was
Massachusetts; Burton, Kansas; Dolli- they have been the past 8 weeks.
plainly seen at this place and was supver, Iowa; McComas, Maryland; Mason,
Kay, the little son of Mr. and Mrs. posed to be much nearer than that
Illinois; Spooner, Wisconsin; Dilling- Irving Ingalls, while playing in Mr. locality.
and Representatives l'endexter's
ham, Vermont;
stable, Monday, fell and
Haying is well under way but the
Burkett, Nebraska; Foster, Vermont; broke his arm.
weather has been decidedly unfavorable.
Currier. New Hampshire; Pearre, MaryMr. Henry Warren, while driving up
The Wild West Show passed this place
land; Landis and Watson, Indiana.
the cows last Sunday, was badly hurt by by rail on Wednesday morning. It reBesides the gentlemen named the oue of the cows
turning on him and at- quired several cars to carry it.
committee has been offered the services
Cummings and Ryerson of Paris Hill
tempting to gore him.
of many Maine orators, including Senwere in town Tuesday looking for horses.
ators Hale and Fr.ve, and RepresentaA. Tuell's nice bake cart comes
James
HARTFORD.
tives Littletield and Powers.
here two or three times each week with
The Glorious Fourth was celebrated at
fine neat goods which find quite a good
the Custard Pie grove. There was quite
Thomas Landry, city electrician of a crowd. The forenoon consisted of sale. Neatness is a very desirable quality
Waterville, was instantly killed Friday shaking hands and talking about the in baker's goods and Tuell fills the bill.
E. P. Sturtevant was buried last Sunnight by a shock from live wires, while backward state of corn. The afternoon
cleaning away a limb from the wires at was used up by speeches and singing. day, aged 88 years.
the corner of Main. Elm and Center Some
WILSON'S MILLS.
pitched horseshoes.
streets.
His b«>dy hung head downward
The Kev. Mr. Kimball is expected to
We are happy to report a change in
for thirty minutes before the current
preach some time the last of the month the weather, four days that it did not
could be shut off. He was 41 years of at the
rain in the past week.
grove.
age. A widow and three children surlantern performance at Decatur
Dr. Twombly of Colebrook was called
Magic
him.
vive
Irish's barn, July 7th.
the first of the week to see Mrs. E. L.
Johnson, who has been quite ill since
The national convention of the Young
her arrival at her parental home.
GRAFTON.
Christian
Union
of
the
UniversDr. Ε. E. Jones of Colebrook was in
People's
Mrs. Gilbert Tyler and Mrs. A. F.
al ist church is now in session at Con- Brooks have been
entertaining friends town Wednesday.
This the
The funeral services of Fred Horace
gress Square church in Portland.
past week from Manchester, Ν. H.
body comprises some over 7000 active
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Farrar returned to Flint were held at the middle schoolmembers, and delegates and visitors are Massachusetts Tuesday of this week. house Sunday, Rev. Wm. Ineson of Colein attendance from all parts of the Mr. Farrar is assistant superintendent of brook officiating. Fred was a promising
Mrs. young man ana much reepected by bis
country. Very interesting meetings are the Walpole Truant School.
being held.' The programme includes a Farrar graduated from the Emerson associates.
number of short excursions.
Born, July 2d, to Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
School of Oratory the past spring.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Pratt had quite a Storey, a eon. (Robert Alvan.)
Died, July 5tn, in College Grant, of
The Little Blue School at Farmington, gathering of their children and grandson of Geo. |
burned two summers ago, is now being children and other relative· lut week to consumption, Fred Horace,
Flint, aged Μ year·.
rebuilt and will be reopened la the fall. a pend the Fourth.

itn'p

Supreme

W°me»°Wn

Court.

County

County

County

Deputy

»"'ιί.

witiaTm·

Mrs» lolin Eldeu.
Music—Mrs. Geo. lia/en, Mies Ida Hawkes,
Mise Lula Stone.
Social Committee—Miss I«abel Corning. Mr·.
H. H. Hall. Ml«e Hattle Farrle, Mis» Nellie
Hive·, Mr·. Edith French.
Flower Committee—Mies Isabel Corning, Mies
Eva Frost.
Temperance Committee—Mre. Charles lianecom, Mies Evle Parrott.
Nominating Committee—Mrs. N.G. Froet, Mre.
C. F. Hanxcom, Mrs. Ε. A. Richmond.

Henry Ellis, a former resident, died
July :id of consumption at Silver City,

New Mexico. He contracted the disease
at the Philippines where he had a position as clerk in the paymaster's departHe was a brother of the late
ment.
Rev. Egbert Ellis, who lost his life as a
missionary in Armenia, and a son of the
late Kev. Thomas Ellis, at one time a
pastor of the Congregational church in
this place. He leaves a mother, Mrs.
Mary Ellis of Portland, two brothers and
one sister.
Miss H. E. Hersey has gone to Europe
and will spend the summer there.
Mr. John Robinson has been quite
poorly but is somewhat better.
Mr. Dacey of the lirm of J. M. Virgin
& Co. of Saco was in town last week.
Married, June 25th, in Francestown,
X. H., Mr. John D. S. Farris of Oxford
and Miss Melvina Daniels of Frances-

BETHEU
Children's day was appropriately observed at the Methodist church. In the
morning the pastor preached to the
children and in the evening the concert
by the children was very interesting.
Communion was observed at the Congregational church Sunday morning and
two new members were admitted.
A large delegation from the Universaliet church was in Portland attending
the national convention of the Y. P. C.
U. No services were held at this church
Sunday morning, July 13, and many
went to Portland.
Tuesday morning Mrs. Agnes Ayer,
widow of S. F. Gibson, Esq., died at her
home on Spring Street. Mrs. Gibson
has been in feeble health for a long time
but the end came as a peaceful sleep.
Mrs. Gibson left three children, two
daughters, Misses Mattie and Jennie,
who have for several years been successful teachers in our schools, and one son,
The step-daughter,
Samuel Gibson.
Miss Ellen, has but recently arrived from
New Mexico, where lier brother, Ur, is
still living. Mrs. Gibson will be missed
by her only sister, Mrs. Cyrene Littlehale, and a large circle of friends who
unite in sympathy for the bereaved family. Funeral services were held at her
late home Thursday afternoon, Rev. F.
E. Barton officiating.
Mrs. Richardson of South Paris has
been a guest at C. Bisbee's, and is now
in Newry visiting her sister, Mrs. Baker.
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Wiley attended the
annual meeting of druggists in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Stearns of Norway
Mrs. Ν. E.
are visiting their daughter,
Richardson.
A good number of the Bethel people
took in the circus at Norway, Wednes-

day.

HEBRON.
A. Cushman passed away
Thursday after ao illness of about eight
weeks. The funeral was held atnis
home Sunday afternoon and largely attended, many not being abie to get into
the house. Mr. Cnshman will be greatly missed. He was the senior deacon of
the Baptist church, an Odd Fellow and a
member of Hebron Grange. His death
coming so soon after that of his brother,
Mr. S. P. Cnshman, who died in November, makes it doubly sad. Miss Emily
Knight of Jamaica Plain, Mass., has
been with Mrs. Cushman for a few days.
Rev. S. D. Richardson ehowed us a
cluster of Sweet William blossoms grown
in his garden which is quite a curiosity,
one of the individual (lowers being red,
some pure white and others variegated.

Melville
Avenue, Dorchester, Mass., died suddenly of valvular disease of the heart, on
Tuesday, July 8, at New Rocheille, N.
Laurin A.

Bum pus

of

114

Y. Mr. Bumpus was a native of this
town, and was born on April 20, 1833,
being the son of Alden and Mary (Crafts)
Bumpus. He went to Boston when a
young man, and became identified with
the work of Dr. Charles Cullls at its inception in Willard Street, that city, in
1868. When the Consumptives' Home
at Orove Hall, Boston, was opened, he
continued hie work at that institution,
remaining there till 1870, when he
became assistant pastor of the Shawmut Avenue Baptist Church in the same
city, which latter position he tilled till
1881.
Subsequently he was, till his
death, affiliated with the Boston City
Missionary Society, having Dorchester as
hie field of labor. For the last 21 years of
his life he was intimately associated with
the work of the Second Church (Congregational) of Dorchester, as treasurer
and deacon. He co-operated with the
Dorchester Relief Society and with the
Associated Charities, and hundreds of
families can testify to his interest in
their behalf, to his manly sincerity and
to his Christian devotion. He leaves a
widow and two sons, the latter being
Albion C. Bumpus of Meriden, Ct., and
Dr. Hermon C. Bumpus, director of the
American Museum of Natural History,
New York City. Burial was at Forest
Hills Cemetery.

Mr. A. F. Copeland has done a large
business in selling horse rakes, mowing
machines and other farming implements
for Kendall & Whitney.
Summer boarders begin to come
The Bethel House has
Bethelward.
been put in first-class order with all
modern improvements and has been renamed and is now known as Prospect
Inn.
Mrs. Susie True is with her daughter
in Bethel, having spent the past year in
Bangor with her daughter, Mrs. Bryant,
lOVfcLi.
where her husband has a successful
Haying is well under way, and we
medical practice.
The date for the Universalist fair is have had a few days of good weather.
Mrs. Seth Hutchins is quite sick. Her
The farce,
given as August 5 and 0.
''Hunker's Post Office," will be pre- sister from Saco, is here.
C. K. Chapman sold the grass in his
sented in Otleon Hall, Tuesday evening
and the fair will be held in the church field to Adelbert Stanley.
Four men from Massachusetts are
parlors AVednesday afternoon and evenstopping at C. H. Brown's for a few

ing.

Some of our Bethel people are taking
Misses E.
their usual summer outing.
E. Burnham and Ruby Clark are at
Peak's Island. Mrs. Gilbert Tuell and
Miss Russell, who assist in the post
office, are enjoying a vacation at West
Sumner.
The annual fair, given by the Ladies'
Club of the Congregational society, will
be held Aug. 14.

days.

Mr. John Sinnott, an inmate at the
town farm, committed suicide Thursday
No
afternoon, by shooting himself.
cause is known for the act. He had been
a resident here for quite a number of
years, but came from the Provinces.
Mr. Joseph Bassett is so far recovered
that he is able to be about the village.

Isaac Francis, a half-breed Indian emH'RAM.
ployed as a swamper at Seavey's lumber
CounMrs. Charles E.
Whitney of East camp at Lake Agamenticus, York
Brownfield is filling the position of cook ty, was held for the grand jury Tuesday,
on a charge of assault with intent to kill.
at Eli C. Wadsworth's cottages.
is Jos. Vallencour, who
On Monday, J une 7th, the thermometer The complainant
on the
indicated 80 in the shade, and on Tues- with his family occupied a camp
Vallencour claims that Francis came to
day 91, it being the hottest since March. his
camp in an intoxicated condition
On Wednesday evening a very pleasrefused admittance openant lawn party was held on the grounds and upon being
No one was
ed fire with a revolver.
of Mr. Asa B. Kimball at East Hiram.
Mrs. Wm. F. Greene of Madison is injured.
visiting the family of Mr. Roscoe G.
Summer complaint is unusual y prevaGreene at East Hiram.
lent among children this season. A well
Mr. Eli C. Gould remains very low.
case in the writer's family
We learn that Mr. William Evans, son developed
cured hist week by the timely use
of the late Capt. James and Lucinda was
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Evans, recently died in Portland, aged 78 Diarrbœa
Remedy—one of the best
James
of
a
brother
was
He
years.
manufactured and
medicines
patent
at
East
Hiram,
Evans, Esq., postmaster
which is always kept on hand at the
and was a native of Hiram, » having been
home of ye scribe. This is not intended
born and reared on the farm occupied by
for the company, who do
He was a very as a free puff
Eli C. Wadsworth.
not advertise with us, but to benefit litworthy and estimable gentleman.
tle sufferers who may not be within easy
Mr. Eleazer Chase, son of the late Mr.
No family should
access of a physician.
Gideon Chase, of Hiram, recently died in
be without a bottle of this medicine in
Portland, aged i>0 years. We saw him the house,
in
summer time.—
especially
in autumn, 1001, as he was making his
For sale by
Journal.
last pilgrimage to his native home in Lansing, Iowa,
Shurtletf & Co., K. P. Parlin, South
HuntMr.
owned
now
Asbury
Hiram,
by
Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyce Drug
ress, where the Chase families of Baldwere ac- Store. Norway.
and

Standish,
win, Cornish,
customed to hold family re-unions.

Mr.
Early Sunday morning, the Oth, the
Chase was a very intelligent, genial man, dead
body of a man was found beside the
that
remarked
Ile
well
preserved.
very
railroad track between Old Town and
he had been a member of the Odd Fel- Pea Cove boom. It was identified as
Thus
lows fraternity fifty-nine years.
that of John Hayes of Bangor, who left
the veterans of the olden days are passing
for the boom where
on

Bangor

Saturday

he wan employed. It is supposed that
he was walking on the track and was
BROWNFISLD.
struck by a train.
Hayes leaves one
Mrs. Charles Goodwin and her two
son and several brothers and sisters. He
are
sons from Peabody, Mass.,
visiting was 48
years old.
at Mr. W. C. Howe's.
the
Misses
and
Breslin
A.
Mrs. S.
THE SAME OLD STORY.
Stevens are at her summer cottage.
J. A. Kelly relates an experience simiWhitman Stickney it is said is going
lar to that which has happened in almost
to build a store at East Brownfield for
every neighborhood in the United States
rent.
and has been told and retold by thouRev. Mr. Cameron lectured Monday
sands of others. He say s: "Last summer
evening at Town Hall. Subject, Human I had an attack of dysentery and purVariety. At the conclusion of the lec- chased a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
ture, ice cream and cake were served. Cholera and Diarrhœa
Remedy, which I
Proceeds go to
About 5-10 were taken.
used according to directions and with enmake repairs on the parsonage.
satisfactory results. The trouble
Frank Johnson dislocated one of his tirelycontrolled
much quicker than forwas
ankle joints by stepping on a rolling
mer attacks when I used other remedies."
stone.
Mr. Kelly is a well known citizen of HenMr. Fred Farnum is visiting friends at
derson, N. C.. For sale by Shurtleff &
Washburn, Me.
E. P. Parlin, South Paris; Stevens,
Mrs. M. E. Wentworth and son were Co.,
Oxford; Noyes' Drugstore, Norway.
in the village Sunday, calling on friends.

away.

William Prates,

NORTH STONEHAM.

a

of Oldtown is visiting his
Mr. and Mrs. Β. K. Dow.
Prof. W. W. Andrews and family of
Portland are visiting at A. D. Andrews'.
A party of gipeies in three teams, some
twenty-tive in number, went through
here July 4th.
Most of our farmers have commenced
haying and wish to see some fine
weather.

Henry Dow
grandparents,

{■AST BETHEL
Mr. and Mrs. George Rich and family
of Berlin, Ν. II., visited relatives in this
place last week.
Master Irwin Bean of Massachusetts
is spending the summer here.
Two very exciting ball games were
played here July 4th, between East
Bethel and Walker's Mills, resulting in
a score of six to eight in the forenoon in
favor of Walker's Mills, and twenty-one
to four in the afternoon in favor of East
Bethel. Our boys are to be praised for
those were their first games.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Estes of Rumford
visited here the 4th.

Salmon McKeen, formerly of this
place, called on friends here Tuesday.
Ralph Adams, wife and daughter, are
staying with his father, Sylvester Adams,

hay.
Douglas Cuehing is working for Mrs.

Little Joseph C. Hodgdon, the seven
year old son of Llewellyn F. and Emily
the
Blanchfor
working
Hodgdon, 70 Park Street, was drowned
ards.
in the canal at Lewiston Tuesday. The
is
at West little fellow was playing on the bank of
Mrs. Robert Cushing
Sumner for a while.
the canal witii two companions. No one
Marion Bean is down to Albany visit- saw the accident except those boys and
were powerless to aid their unfortunate
ing relatives.
EAST HEBRON.

NORTH BUCKFIELD.
B. F. Ileald and family and J. C. Heald
and family entertained quite a party of appendicitis.
Apples are very large for the season
Healds from Massachusetts the 9th.
but unusually scarce.
Everett Bicknell and wife of Norway
were at his father1·, J. F. Bicknell's, the
OICKVALE.
6th.
Several from this place attended the
J. H. Carey of Salem, Mass., was
Tuesday.
calling on friends in our place last week. circus at Rumford Falls
Corn is small but is now growing fast.
Charles Nash and wife of Lewiston
erected
a monuMrs. Viola Child has
were in our place calling on friends the
ment on her lot in Franklin cemetery.
9th.
Nearly every one has begun haying. A
Mrs. Frances Bicknell is visiting her
be harvested.
daughter, Mrs. Selden Barrett, on Sum- fair crop will
Where are «re at, when we can find
ner Hill this week.
Noah's Ark why oan't we find the north
Hasel Warren la at work for

Tomer at Eaat Sumner.

Guy

Noyés Drug

L. C. Bean.
Grace Mills is

The remains of J. E. Bonney of Auburn. were, by his request, brought to
his old home, now the home of his son
Sherman, for funeral rites. Rev. Caroline Angell officiated. He was laid by
the side of his former wives and children
in the cemetery near his former home.
Rose
His wife, two daughters, Mrs.
Attwood, and Mrs. Edith Berry of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, four eons, Frank
and George of Massachusetts, Edward of
Auburn and Sherman of Turner. Mrs.
Berry was not present, the others were
all present. He was the last one of his
father's, John Bonney's, family, to pass
away. An examination proved cancer
did not exist in his stomach as reported
by some physicians, but ulcers in the
stomach and bowels nearly filling the
passage. J. P. Richardson and wife of
South Paris were present on Tuesday to
the funeral, as was also a large concourse
of friends and neighbors. His circle df
friends was large in the vicinity and
place. He passed away Sunday, the
0th.
Mrs. Annie Tibbetts returned to her
home at Small Point Saturday.
Haying has commenced on some few
farms, but many are waiting for the sun
to ripen the grass.
Frank French with his wife, Leala
Davis, and her brother, J. E. Davis, from
Lynn, recently visited H. A. Record.
I. E. Davis has returned from a hospital in Lynn after an operation for

pole?

playmate.

THE BEST LINIMENT FOR STRAINS.
Mr. F. H. Wells, the merchant at Deer
Park, Long Island, Ν. Y., says: "1 always recommend Chamberlain's Pain
Balm as the best liniment for strains.
I used it last winter for a severe lameness in the side, resulting from a strain,
and was greatly pleased with the quick
relief and cure it effected. For sale by
Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin, South

Paris; Stevens, Oxford;
Store, Norway.

Noyes Drug

The Saco and Biddeford savings bank
of Saco have sold to S. Meserve & Son
of Bar Mills, the property of the Buxton
and Hollis Agricultural Society, situated
at the Buxton lower corner, consisting
of about 30 acres of land, the exhibition
buildings 30 χ 70, 2 stories, and 40 horse
and cattle sheds.
Cut this out and take it to Shurtleff <&
South
E. P. Pariln's,
Paris;
Co's.,

Steven·', Oxford; Noyce' Drug Store,
Norway, drug stores, and get a box of
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. The best physic. They also correct disorders of the stomach. Price 25

cents.

*

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
J. HASTINGS BEAN, BKOISTKB.
BETHKL.
8*rah A Gunther to Ids A. Clough et
Elizabeth J. Tyler to P. K. Howard,
8.1. French to J. M. Phllbrook,
OBKKNWOOD.
F.

al, $1500 00

L. Edwards to M. A. Swan,
MEXICO.

Bartlytt,

MKWKT.
M. A. Ltttlehale to Willie Walker.
J. F. Eame· to Merrill, Springer A
KOIWAT.
Arthur Hebbard to W. E. Currier,
Wm. H. Stone to A. J. McAllUter,
WOODSTOCK.

8.W.BlshoptoK.r.Ciakl,

Λ0 00
30 00

From
Proceaaea
Varions
Time the Fia h Are Caofht.

th·

and
The salmon caught In the seines
to the cannery
ï ill nets are brought
into heaps,
λ rharf, counted and thrown
for
( 'hlnamen are mostly employed
They take each
g

ubsequent operations.

ref ,sh, cut off the bead, tail and fins,
rest
move the entrails and throw the
f the animal into a bit; tub. Next the
ish is washed and placed in a trough,
rhere several knives, acting after the
it into
nonner of a feed cutter, slice
ections exactly as long as the height
on
f α can. These sections are set

Co.,

100
1 00
100 00
100

98 00
14000

Hay Makers

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

Wolter Bakers

Attention !

BREAKFAST

Don't fail

COCOA

to see the

Deering Ideal Mower,
Horse Rakes,

Hay Tedders,

one
nd and split into three pieces,
while
ilece lagge enough to till the can,
he others ure smaller. The fragments
the Chi·
;re then placed on tubles, and
Next the
larnen fit them into the cans.
on the cans and solare

an^ Wa'ter A. Wood

lered.
After being soldered the cans are put
to
nto hot water and watched in order
lee if any bubbles rise. Indicating
test
eake. Those which endure this
uccessfuily are placed in an lrun tauk
is
ind boiled In salt water. Salt water
to fresh because It
teed in

bargains. A good
always on hand.

good
buying. One day I

came across a

results are

Just

justifying

my

expectations.

wl^o enters gives an exclamation of surprise and admiration, and
I'm not through yet The Interior finish
Every

one

of my house cost originally tens of
thousands of dollars and came from all
for almost
parts of the globe. I got It
nothing."—New York Press.
Helpline

α

Walter Baker & Go
GRAM

was

thy merchant by

rea-

of the multitude of the wares of
fairs
thy making; they occupied in thy
with emeralds, purple and broidered
work and tine linen and coral und

anil the high priest wore an
emerald ring on the first linger of his
the
right hand, all the same as did
Mexican pontiff serving in the temple
of Votun, with whom und his Israelltlsb brother were strange points of re-

25

Call and

for. The customer having sigtdfied
his willingness to wait, the waiter proceeded to the culinary department to
give the necessary instructions, but on
arriving there he had the misfortune to
step on the tall of a dog which belonged to one of the kitchen attend-

injured animal immediately
series of agonized yelps,

whereupon the customer, being evidently a man of imaginative mind,
turned pale and left the restaurant
hurriedly.—Pearson's.
Tronaem In College.
As late as 1812 students In Trinity
and St. John's colleges, Cambridge,
were prohibited from wearing pantaloons, or trousers, in chapel. Oxford
men bad already fought for and won
the right to wear trousers. These were
first allowed in Oxford in 1810, when
Rlgaud was proctor, and his relaxation
of discipline gave Kreat offense to the
dons. On Nov. 20, 181Γ», William Phelps,
scholar of Corpus and afterward archdeacon of Carlisle, writes, "I have been
Invited once to the bachelors' common
black
room, where I found all wore
pantaloons und etocklngs and white
waistcoats." Evidently the discovery
caused him some surprise or he would
not have thought it worthy of record.
Dean Btirgon relûtes In his "Lives off
Twelve Greut Men" that as late as 1847
the Rev. "Edward Miles Itudd as senior
fellow of Oriel used to appear ut the
college "gaudy" in black shorts.
So

Young Wife—Yes, dear. I went downtown this morning expressly to buy
them for you. I hope you'll like them.
Young Husband—Like them? Of
course I'll like them If you bought

they?
Young Wife—They're nightcaps, dear.
I heard you tell Sparkles this morning
that you'd go down to the club this
Hut what are

evening with hiui and wet a nightcap,
and I made up my miud right away
that I'd sure you thut trouble by seeing that you had some in the bouse.
Just open the parcel and try them on.
won't you. love?—Exchange.
One of It· Advantage·.

Ills attempt to quiet the baby hac
necessitated α continuity of effort that
wue

wearying.

"Well," he growled at last. "I
see one great advantage about the
dle of the deep."

cat
cra-

"What Is that?" she asked.
"It is an automatic rocker."—Chleagi

Hun.

The Fall Term of Hebron A·
will open

Tuesday, Sept, 9 1902.

The expenses of a term :ir<· now as low
as before the present splendid <*|iiipment
îôO.OO to V».Y"0 will
was eumpleted.
of twelve w,t;kv
pay all bills for a term
Iiy self boarding, students art- able to
reduce expenses to a rate within the
means of any ambitious boy or t-'irl.
Write the prim-ipal for eatalo^ue i»r
further information.
W. E. SAKGKXT, I'rin., Hebron. Me.
Ju'y, 1002.

as

STORE,
MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Our Overalls and Jackets

Give them

better make,

any better.

Don't think you do

we

We sell

Overalls
a

the best

are

trial.

Baker I'llioil .Vlailf.

would handle th«

We don't know of

in.

anybody

Don't think

does.

and Dark Coverts, Blue and Black.
andI 70 Coûte.

OO

our

a

is the Know A:

a

1=

stores.

blue

If you know

stores

Ε. .V Swell'» llmldnicr l.'J.I'i.

IU*:l.

brand

few

a

truly,

SHOE

M*K««(cra Trlephone

only

always right.

are

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.

made.

are

many lines of all kinds of footwear

NORWAY,

Ξ3

in Women'·» Oxfords,

There

$3.50.

Yours

see us.

SMILEY

Try

ailwny

once, that's all we ask.

Full line of

for 35 cents.

cheap grade

WAISTS, FANCY SHIRTS AND OUTING SUITS.

SHIRT

wearing apparel

Comfortable

July

August.

and

Noyes Company,

F. H.
SOUTH

for

NORWAY.

PARIS,

CASTORIA For infants and Children.

Bears the

—

SiK«f°re

Tin Kind You Han Alwajs Bought

Removal Notice
Wc have moved to No. 11

Monument
doors

from

opposite

King &

Square—just

old stand,

our

few
ou

side of street.

t

Dexter Co.,

IX

PORTLAND, me,

Supplies,

Hardware and Builders
ISTo.

a

Monument

Square.

«

Thoughtful of Her.

Young llusbaud (picking up bundle
from table)—What have you here,
love? Something for me?

them.

to

prices

our

Snipes, Light

a customer for sausages, replied
that there was none left; but, being of
an obliging disposition, he went on to
mind
say that if the gentleman did not
waiting for a few minutes some should
be obtained for him—meaning, of
course, that they should be sent out

ants. The
let out a

$1.25

from

do, and

leading

l,||.

(

1804. Hebron Academy. 1902.

twenty-five styles

in the state that carry

Our

duwM

J. K. CHASE, So. Paris.

of

show you

can

prices

as we

rta.

in Women's Oxford Ties.

Styles
all

lloopa :l

All 5c. Hanilkerrtelefa marked
:l eta. IOc. onea to lie.

Stocking· for Men, Women ami
prlrea.

C. E. BRETT,

We

eta.

dren at lialf regular

South I'aris.

semblance.
SanMiKeii Made While Yon Wnlt.

to

Man Wanted
Inquire

rt.

Jump Kopca :t eta.

IOc.

LOHT.

work.

pair.

a

«ι.

lOc. M Ilea 3 eta.

W.
On Tueatiay. July S, somewhere lietween
ΙΓ f.ovi joy'i* In I'srlo ami .Steam* Hill, an exWill
the
tension valine containing clothing.
lln<ler please return t'> the lii-iimcrat olttce ur to
W. II. I.OVKJOV, South l'aria.

general

y aril.

Ilainiiiocka :i(t eta.

7*1··.

Standing ι;ιass for sale at Paris Hi).
J. PIERCE,
Inquire of
No. 4 I. (). O. F. lilock, So. Paris.

agate,"

The man who ruined a sausage maker's trade by walking into his shop
with a sackful of dead cats and dumping the contents down on the counter
now finds a rival—albeit an unintentional one—in the person of a London
waiter. The latter worthy, being asked

IMpprea 1

tiallon Milk Pan· .1

GRASS Fof S-LE

nearly severed from his body.

son

Tin

in 1'arl*,
The grass on the f hurle» KMer farm
Apply to
near Number Four Hill.
Ν Κ I.SON (i. KLDKIt.
•South urlri.

to do

yard.

m
a

Ntorklng» I rt.

Men'· He. It lark

SALE.

FORK

eta.

Children'· llamlkm lilrf.

lOc. Koll

carotid artery."

said, "Syria

I.lnen Crante 5

Limited

(

Criih J da.

Cotton

ΟΟΓΟίΐβδίβΓ, MaSS.

Established 1780

throat.
"tie could easily have managed it,"
said the surgeon, "had he been acthe
quainted with the situation of

The Emerald In IliNtory.
The Israelites respected the emerald
us a stone of ecclesiastical harmonies,
and we all know the passage in the
revelation of "a rainbow round about
the throne, in sight like unto an emerald," and how the fourth foundation
of the wall round the heavenly Jerusalem was an emerald. In Ezekiel it is

I have small lots of desirable good·
which I will close out at these price» :

The FINEST COCOA in the World
Costs Loss than One Cent a Cop
Thirty-Eight Highest Awards in
Eorope and America.

tempt

"Where should he have cut?" asked
the barber. The surgeon told him. lie
at once left the room, and, not returning as soon as was expected, the surand discovgeon went to look for him
ered him in the yard with his beud

good

Sale!

July

Mae to Sulfide.

a
It is remarkable how a suicide by
certain method or In a certain place
will lead to another of the same kind.
A surgeon of the Middlesex hospital,
in London, went into a barber shop to
be shaved. The barber spoke of a man
who had been unsuccessful in an atto kill himself by cutting his

repairs

South Paris, Maine.

well

built but plainly furnished house on
Btaten Island which I could buy for.a
email price. At once I had visions of
that house as It would look transformed by my fine old carved woods,
I
marbles, tiles and mirrors. Mentally
did it up to such a degree of attractivehad to purchase It. The
ness that I

Hand

A. W. Walker & Son,

an

Λ Palace hy Piecemeal.
"I have bought a but which I am
transforming Into a palace," said a wo·
a mania
man. "You see, I had acquired
for buying the insides of tine old
I
homes about to be torn down, and
all
had filled my city apartment with
a
that it would stand, besides putting
deal in storage. Yet I kept on

Second
etc., at
line of

have

Rakes,

M chines,

preference

be raised to α higher temperature.
Ifter boiling for an hour and a quarter
that
•ach can is "vented." This means
to permit
ι hole is punched In Its top
the
he expanded air to escape. Then
is
îole is soldered up, and the cooking
wainished by further boiling In salt
If they
:er for an hour and a half.
vere not "vented," this second cooking
can
vould burst the cans. Finally each
head
s tested by tapping It on the
ivltli a big nail. If leaky, it will usualsound.
y give back a "tliiuy"

Harvesting

Machinery.

also

We

put

overs

1 00
100
1 00
100

A. E. Steams to T.eon I.apterre,
Same to F. W. Hemingway,
8ame to Z. W.

OhM. BUbee to β. W. Bishop,

i 1»·

thirty-seven by

man

years of age, was walking near Portland
Rolling Mills at Ligonia Wednesday
afternoon when he was overcome by the
heat and fell into the water. Before assistance could reach the unfortunate
this week.
Frates was emman he was drowned.
Wm. Adams has a party of thirteen
as stevedore by Trefethen & Duployed
men boarders.
They are hunting min- gan, and resided with his wife and live
erals and insects.
children at No. 50 Pleasant steet, Porthas
finished her school land.
Ina Gammon
is
home.
and
at
in Albany
"I am using a box of Chamberlain's
Ed Hutchins and wife from Fryeburg
and a Mr. Lewis and wife from Massa- Stomach and Liver Tablets and ti ad
chusetts are staying at the Ilut this them the best thing for my stomach I
ever used," says T. W. Robinson, Justice
week.
Wesley Adams is haying for W. W. of the Peace, Loomis, Mich. These
Tablets not only correct disorders of the
Durgin.
and
Charles Lawrence has gone to Norway stomach but regulate the liver
town.
bowels. They are easy to take and
to work in haying.
Prof. Caldwell of Bloomington, 111.,
2"·
cents
Price
in
effect.
per
pleasant
MASOfT
aud a party of his students are spending
box. For sale by Shurtleff & Co.*, Ε. 1'.
their vacation at Caldwell's Grove.
Quite a number have begun haying.
South
Oxford;
Paris;
Stevens,
Parlin,
Bert Brown is cutting Addison Bean's
Store, Norway!

NORTH PARIS.
M. D. Brown and wife are spending
their vacation at A. J. Abbott's.
A. B. Abbott was at hie father's, Sunday the 6th.
Oscar Kimball is at work for Mrs.
Mooney on her house.
Mrs. Jessie Hammond was at home the
first of last week.
Mrs. Brown, who has been stopping
with her sister, Mrs. Hazeltine, lias
moved her goods from Rumford Falls to
Bath, X. H., where she will live with a
son.
Her daughter, Myrtie Wentworth,
has gone with her.

CANNING SALMON.

Mr. H.

CASTORIA

For Infants and Children.

Bears the

Tlu Kind You Han Aluap Bought

jp

DR. GEO. LEININGER'S

Formaldehyde

Generator

FOR DISINFECTION, DEODORIZATION,
PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.

Formaldehyde Inhaler, ^'"^Γ'βγοπ'

chitis, Hay Fever, Catarrhal Deafness, and all diseases of the throat and
We warrant these Inhalers.
lungs.
Come in and we will tell you more about Formaldehyde and its uses.

Ernest

P.

Parlin,

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST,

Next door

to

Poet

Office,

South Ptfll, Μ·1π·.

Scmocra

(Oïford

The

Miss Mary McArdle is in Portland ft >r

Harold Fletcher spent Sunday wit ^
friends in Lovell.

SUl'TH ΙΆ Κ [S.
south

Hour»:βΛ0to "M

office

M iss Emma Haskell is
weeks in Portland.

t-AKi* κι»τ orne».
a.

■; à '»

a.

Mrs S. F. Briggs is speudiug
tion of a few days at Portland.

m.

4 >li r. M.

OKANT)

railway.

ΓΗΙ'ΝΚ

LKAVE

TRAINS
owu
:t»>
μ,-ι
1,
*
>; '*» r *

m.,

4

Jii

a.
t- m

fAKlS

*

t

Λ

M.—Paris

Tuesday.

Prof. John F. Moody, principal ο
Edward I.ittle Institute, of Auburn, wa
in town Mouday.

John Ames of North Haven went ot
tend his lobster traps on June 28tl
and has not been seen since. He wj
Mrs. C. W. Bowker ami daughte r doubtless drowned and his wife an
*
Muriel are
visiting her parents a t children mourn him as dead.
Auburn this week.
The little tt-weeks-old daughter
Mr. E. P. Parlin and family and Mrs Winship H. Preble of West Woolwich wa
λ\ u>. Blake are spending a week witl drowned by the upsetting of a boat ο
Mr. Parlin's people at Weld.
the 4th. The rest of the family, wh
were in the
boat, were rescued wit
Mrs. ( ieoti Osgood and daughter Ev; 1
of Rutnford Falls were guest· of Mrs. A difficulty.
I). l*ark a few days last week.
Herbert. 2-year-old son of Scott Youdj
Street
who resides on
Beechwood
Rev. A. W. Pottle is in Portland to
Thomaston, was probably fatally burnei
the
annual
of
th<
attending
day
meeting
the 5th inst. The child had been play
trustees of Kent's Hill semiuary.
ing with matches in the yard and hi
His screams sum
MUs Nellie 1.. Whitman and Miss skirts caught fire.
Emma E. Shurtleft left Thursday for moned help, but before it arrived th
dress was burned otf.
their annual outing at Old Orchard.

JÉKKTl.NOS.

Lodge, Nu. >4.

Ke*ula

evening un or before full moot

.·· _· Tue-· lay
.—Mount
·. ·>

Mica Lodge, regular meei
I,
... r
ure·lay evening of each week.—Auror
r"
ment, tiret ami third Monday evening
isouth
yf e.t<
Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, Nt
Κ
t- second un<t fourth Fridays of eacl
m ;n tnld FtUova' Hall.
K.—W. K. Ivlmball Post, No. 14.·». meet
third Saturday evenings of eacl
n, t
t:. '.n ·■. A. R. Ball.
J. I). Havnes and wife returned Mon•λ
Κ. Kimball Retlef Corps meets ilrs
from a two weeks' vacation spent
vttunlay evenings ul each month, li
with relatives at Sumner and Danville.
ij <t < urj>s Hall.
l'arln t·range, from May 1 t«> Oct 1
li
n·! an«l fuurtli Saturday ; during thi
the
Rev. Mr. Pinkham has
of the year, meet" every Saturday, li
call to the Baptist church in this
to range Hall.
24th.
and will begin his pastorate
Second ai.il fourth Mondays ο
u.
e... .-ι month.
W. A. Cole, wife and son, of Oleau,
ν Κ <». P.—Stony Brook Lo«!ge, No. l.»l
·, ι«nil ami fourth
Wedneeday evening V. V.. are visiting Mr. Cole's sister,
yt .V η mouth.
and other relatives in
L. B.
l'.-llamlln Lodge, No, il, meets ever}
s
I town.
wnlng at Pythian Hall.
a
Parl·
of
America.—South
r· Woodmen
M
Robert Wheeler and Louis Clark spent
, ΛΊ ;i. v. li«3«7, meets secon·! and fourth Tues
last week with Robert
of
•M-nlngs In toolden Cross Hall.
ια
Ham. at the Ham cottage on Pennessee-

day

accepted
place,
Aug.

I

Mrs'

Andrews,

couple

Curtis has
1Ί
hares K. Brett.

finished

work

fot

I wassee

J

»

tion.

Mella Record of Portland is visitSi-r grandparents, J. A. Record and

Mi»»

wile.

I.ake.

»

II. \V. Dennison and family have been
·.« 1 ixiir the
past week with his parents
West Bethel.

.it

olive Barnes of Portland is the
•· ι»·»*
>f her cousin, Miss Helen Barnes,
fur .» week or two.
v!

nn

Mr» .lennie Bennett, who is spending
'lie »itmmer in Buckheld, was at home
a few days last week.

ilurry E. Maxim has been

Portland spending a ten
ition with his parents.
m

at

home

days'

va-

Mrs. Paul I>. Higgins of Costigan is
'•i»itiug her parents. \V. M. Shaw and
wife, at the Andrews House.

Mrs. Kamsdell, of I.ynn. Mass.. who
'ias been a recent guest of Mrs. L. B.
Andrews, has returned home.

I he

Lewiston

District

League convention is in Bath
Wednesday and Thursday.

usual at James K. Tucker's.

Epworth

Pottle and wife.

Dr. C.

L.

Buck. Mrs.

Burbank, who is engaged in Eva Ordway and Miss Alice Holt.
i.tking repairs on the < » lei» House in the
The class of *01 of Paris High School

White Mountains,

w.i»

at

hoiueoverSun-

held its tirst reunion in New Hall last
Friday evening, with the classes of '99,
Dean's Orchestra
as guests.
ιιΟ. aud
furnished music for a programme of
marches, games and dancing, and ice
It was a
•ream and cake were served.
-ery pleasant affair.

day.

lark Mitchell, who has been for some
;»f in the Sisters of Charity Hospital in
I.i-wision, returnetl home the last of the
»

STATU) MEETINGS.
Κ. Λ A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodt
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on c
liefore fuil moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chaptc:
No. 2*4, asse ublee We<lnesday Evening, on r
before full moon. Oxford Council, K. & S. M
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodg<
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening aft<
full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodg".—Regular meetln
1" Old Fi llows' naif, every Tuesday Evenlni
Wildey Encampment, No. SI, meets In Od
Fellows' lia 1. second and fourth Friday Evei
Inge of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodgi
No. SU, meets on flrst and third Friday of eac
month.
Κ of P.—Re»nlar meeting In Hathaway Kloc
every Thursday Evening. U. R., A. O. Noye
Division, No. 12, meets third Fr'.day of ear!
No. 33, P. S., eecom
month. Lake
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange -neet· second am
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall
G. A. R.—Hairrv Rust Poet, No. 54. meets li
New G. Λ. R. tail on the tlret Tuesday Evenlni
of each month.
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon

U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 19i», meet!
aecoudatid fourth Wednesday evenings of eacl
month.
C. O. G. C.—Norway Coinmandery, No. -47
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings ol
each month

Very few

warm

business Wed·

Browntield—1902.
Lovell—1904.

Hiram—1900.
Porter—190s.
week.
F ryeburg— 1 SU 0.
Harry M. Wheeler returned Wedueschairmen of the several town com
The
Advertised letters in South Paris post 1
■:av r: ,'ht front Wakefield, Mass.. where
m it tees constitute district committee.
l'ACi:
14,
office,
July
the
from
h· recently graduated
high
Apportionment made April 20, 1902.
Mrs C. W. Von*·.
school.

Advertiser
f°Mrs°KP W.1 Sanborn of intheNew

Clerk™

zens are
1,1

renewing

Norway .Hiat Old Orchard for their sum-

The'Elm and Beal's Houses were filled

Smith h.v. r,
»
turned from a two week»
Presque Isle. They visited J. O. Smith,

Prof.

»l|"

E

The fire at Turner Wednesday evening
attracted much attention in the village.
It was quite difficult to determine just
where the fire was.
Great excitement was caused on Ma n
Street Saturday by the repor that tl e
little four-vear-old son of Merritt weicn,
tort. II. with hie mother
Just
was visiting at Geo. I. Cummings
as the whole population became mterestthat
came
ed in the lost child the report
the Gypsies hat! not taken him, but he

remains of Mrs. Eben Andrews
here for burial Thursday.
She died at home in Massachusetts, tor
many vears Mr. and Mrs. Eben Andrews
They
were prominent Norway citizens.
are well remembered by the older Nor-

brought

c'ciark of

New York, formerly of
Norway, hits sent to his former home to

know the number of his watch.
Fourth he lost his watch and chain. B>
aid of the number of the watch lie hop
to find the person who relieved him of

Pitts
^M^and Mrs. Oscar
Pike Hill.

are

large

force of

everything

stopping

help

down at

is

now

prices

stock and marking

engaged taking

never

before heard of.

Watch

Wait for the Great Sale.
tisement for the

our

adver-

Opening.

The American Dry Goods Syndicate
MAXIM

BLOCK, MARKET SQ.,

SOUTH PARIS.

■

Men's
Two Piece Suits

Louise

in wool, crash, flannel and

homespun.

It doesn't matter how many coat-vest-and-troueer
suits you may have this season, you really can't do

offering

and

trousers

Coffey

only.

The

cream

of this season's

coats

unlined

prices

All

loops
$7.50.

up to

give

to

The trousers with belt

at bottom.

H.

find the

Coats

in them, and the kind too, that fits.

coolness.

Norway.

"outing suit,"
during the warm

an

he comfortable

are to

you'll

Here

days.

called

popularly

without what is
that is, if you

greater

and turn

up

FOSTER,

B.

NORWAY,

Eastern 'Phone.

THE GREAT HEALER

had crawled under the bed and fel
asleep. After a time lie got up on to
the bed and there he was found fast
were

A

Sq.,

Mow in

our

•t'ÏÏMÎÏMm»

has bought out the entire stock and fixture· of
iHR$. L. B. ANDREWS, at South
Paris, Maine, at 33 cents on the dollar.

J. F. PLUM MER,

will visit her old home
Hampshire for a week or ten days. She left
visit.
SVIHav morninc for her
f Courts Charles P. WhUman
visited Alfred Cole and others at Buck-

%«£"?'rn.mb.rof

WAIT!

WAIT!

WAIT!

[

Queen

days.

Thursday

Mass.

NOTICE.

I

evening.

E.

Iof

A

[

Lake-Me Lodge, No. 177, meets li
E. O.
New G. A. R. Hall, on the tlret and third Wed
nes'iav evenings of each month
O Ù. A. M.—Norway and South Parle Council
No. 10. meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday

big

PBE9S

•liasses

day eveulng.

The electrics did a

MAINE

ûr

Assembly,

nesday.

THE

The Maine Pharmaceutical Associ
tion held its annual meeting in Portlai
last week, with about a hundred mei
hers in attendance.

BEWARE OF OINTMENTS FOR C
Τ ho Democrat had a representative ?
TARRH THAT CONTAIN MERCURY,
the Maine Press Association party wln<
as merrury will nurcly ileatroy the Dense of ami
ami completely 'ierangc the whole syntem win
made the annual excursion during tl te
entering It through the mucous surface*. Su
week beginning June 30, going to tl 16
articles should never Ih> us«*< I except on pi
Mount Kineo House, on Moosehead Lak 8:
pcrlt'tlontt from reputable physicians, us tl
•lainage
the
they will <lo 1» ten foM to the χο<«1 yi
as
matter
of
news,
story
Regarded
'r hotel, laundry, livery stable, a complet 0 can possibly
ilerlve from them. Hall's Catar
the excursion is now, of course, anciei
water system, electric light plant, gs β dure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney 4 C<
history, with which branch of literatui plant, Ac., a number of cottages for sun h Toledo, O., contains no mercury, and Is takt
acting directly upon the l>loo<l ar
newspapers are supposed to have nothit ^ mer guests, guides' houses, boat house 8 Internally,
In buying Hall
mucous surfaces of the ■>y»tein.
to do; but it is never too late to gi\ e
and other essentials, a well-stocked gei ι- Catarrh Cure be Hurt-you get the genuine. It
one
of
tl
6
some brief description of
oral store, and a post office. The pot t taken Internally ami lit maile In Toledo, Ohio, I
K. J. Cheney A Co. Testimonial·* free.
most beautiful spots which nature lu "s
office is in the office of the hotel, and ha 8
Sold
Druggist·*, price 75 cents p«r bottl
provided in this beautiful state of our '' three mails per day in summer and on β Ilall'HbyFamily
Pills are the best.
or to give some idea of what man hi 8
in winter. The daily drive of twent;
done there for the benefit of the race.^
miles up the wind-swept lake in winte
A LOVELY PICTURE OF
The Maltoe Press Association, whic I
must be a rugged task for the mail cat
knows a good thing on sight, never fail 8
rier.'
to go to Kineo when it has an opporti
The service at the Mount Kineo llous
nity. Three times before this year it ha 8 leaves nothing to be desired. The room
the objective point of the annul excui
are as well furnished as if in the citj
sion, some of the members in earlie r and the windows of every room com
®
of
two
day inand a good view of lake or mountain ο
years having to use up parts
to get there.
Hardly an annual meetin; both. The cuisine is varied and excel
that somebody does not suggea
lent, and all the employes are prompt
Kineo for the excursion; and some year courteous and
obliging. The manager
ago, when a projected excursion int. 1 C. A. Judkins, is a
young man of 3i
New Brunswick failed at the last ran
years, who has grown into his presen
ment, the bulk of the party promptl,
position and tills it admirably. He is ai
decided to do the next best thing, ant ideal
host, and the various business in
started at once for Kineo.
terests which are under his care are s(
Most of the party assembled, in tin
well organized that he assumes the gen
early afternoon of Monday, June ·10, a eral direction of affairs and leaves mos
the Maine Central station in Waterville !
matters of detail to subordinates, anc
which city is quite a railroad centre, am
seems to run as by cloel
to which the members had come fron 1 everything
work.
various directions by trains which gavi
them from ten minutes to five hours o
The diversions and enjoyments of oui
waiting in Waterville. 1 had taken th< party during a week's stay will be lefl
Maine Central at Lewiston, and alon> for
another letter, though I will append
the way between that city and \\ ater the resolutions
passed by the party be
ville had been impressed with one fact. fore
To be complete these
breaking
up.
The railroad skirts the shores of som<
should include another extending thankt
of the must beautiful of the smallei to
the manager of our excursion, J. M,
lakes of Maine. A few summercottage!
I S. Ilunter of Farmington, whose care
are to be seen along the way; yet then
and vigilance added much to our enjoyare miles of shore waiting for the build
ment throughout the time:
ing of summer homes and breathing
The Maine Press AssocUtlon a bout to tops rati
places, costly or inexpensive as the cas< at the clow of H« annual summer excursion. bemay be, and the future will see many ol ginning June 30th and ending July 7th, 11)02. aii'l
these opportunities improved. In fact, desiring to express its appreciation of the many
favors ami courtesies received ; therefore, lie it
there are few lake shores in Maine thai
A facsimile in colors of the famou)
Re*olved—TbAt to the Maine Central Bail·
are yet fully appreciated.
roait ami Col. F. E. Boothby, Its courteous ami
a ml passenger agent; t<i painting by Gustav Kichter will be giver
ticket
obliging
general
By the courtesy of the Maine Central, the Bangor Λ Aroostook Railroad and Mr. Geo to each
purchaser of (fciiecn ψιηΐϋ)
our party was given a special private
M. Houghton. Its gentlemanly traffic manager,
car at Waterville, which went through our thank* are tendered for substantial favors, Slioes during the next
days.
to the foot of Moosehead Lake at Green- which will not l>e forgotten.
Resolved—That to (he Mount Kineo House, of
ville, though it did go through some re- which that royal eood fellow, C. A. .ludklns, Is
mark able changing of ends and shifting manager; the"Coliurn Stea'riioat Company, and
of positions. The company being as- •Supt. C. C. Mchols of the state fish hatchery on
Itrook. our thanks xre also tine.
Clothier and Furnisher,
sembled in one car, an excellent op· ■Sqjiaw
All thewith the hearty concurrence and cooperation of the members of our association and 31 Market
Lportunity was afforded for the
South Paris, Me.
deus
a
most
invited
enabled
to
guests,
t-]>end
of old acquaintances and the forming of
lightful week at the Mount Kineo House In the
Kaatcrn Telephone 10»i-3.
The new acquaintances were
new ones.
popular Moosehead Lake region.
few, as most of the party had been on
A. E. F.
other excursions and attended the «inA
LIFE.
WOMAN'S
SAVES
ot
some
ter meeting of the association,
To have given up would have meant
There were on
them for many years.
this trip four of the five remaining mem- death for Mrs. Lois C'ragg, of Dorchesbers who helped organize the association ter. Mass. For years she had endured
n 1804—Maj. E.
Howell of Ilallowell, untold misery from a severe lung trouble
"Often," she
Η. K. Morrell of Gardiner, M. NT. Rich and obstinate cough.
of Portland, and Frank G. Rich of Ban- writes, "I could scarcely breathe and
gor. The full list, including some who sometimes could not speak. All doctors
made a shorter stay than the whole and remedies failed till I used Dr. King's
New Discovery for Consumption and
week, is as follows:
Sufferers from
was completely cured."
C. A. Pllebtiry ami wife, Belfast.
Coughs, Colds, Throat and Lung Trouble
L. H. Mureh, Belfast.
Η. E. Bowdltch. Augusta.
need this grand remedy, for it never disWho created such a furore of exArthur E. Fortes, Paris.
appoints. Cure is guaranteed by F. A.
E. S. Stearns, Tomaston.
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris, and Noyes citement in Lewieton, Auburn,
K. Ruwell. llatlowell.
M. S. Rich, ΜΙββ E. A. Rich, Portland.
Drug Store, Norway. Price 50 cents Bath, Augusta and Bangor reA. R. Newcomb ami wife, Brooklyn. Ν
and $1.00. Trial bottles free.
John M. 8 Hunter an'l wife, tarmlngton.
cently by curing hundreds of
I,. P. Evans and wife, Dover.
DON'T FAIL TO TRY THIS.
Walter H. Rich anil wife, Portland.
all manner of diseases thought
George D. Loring and wife, Portland.
Whenever an honest trial is given to
F. U. Rich and wife, Bangor.
recit
is
to
be incurable. Is now at the
for
trouble
Electric
Bitters
any
Ira II. Joy and wife, Bangor.
C. W. Robbing and wife. <>l't Town.
ommended for a permanent cure will Elm
House, Norway, Me., will
Mies Grace Burgee*. Belfast.
surely be effected. It never fails to tone
Mis» Frances V. Gulllfer, Augusta.
and
the
remain
some time. Consultation
the
kidneys
stomach,
regulate
and
Gardiner.
H K. Morrell
wife,
L O. Haskell. Pltt'tlelil.
bowels, stimulate the liver, invigorate free ο η til July 24, from 9 a. m.
.1. P. Clllev, Rockland.
the nerves and purify the blood. It's a
F W. Sanborn and wife. Norway.
wonderful tonic for run-down systems. till 8 p. m. daily.
F Ε McUary and wife. Varnilngton.
W. P. Mareton and wife, Ilallowell.
Electric Bitters positively cures Kidney
C. H. Bowden and wife, Dover.
Professor Coffey, the celebrated speand Liver Troubles, Stomach Disorders,
\fter about an hour's ride from Water- Nervousness, Sleeplessness,Rheumatism, cialist and famous natural healer, is tho
Satis- same gifted man who stood on the open
ville we left the main line of the Maine Neuralgia, and expels Malaria.
Central at Newport Junction, and found faction guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff & stage of Journal Hall. Lewieton, quite
of
ourselves for a time apparently being Co., South Paris; Noyes Drug Store, recently and publicly cured hundreds
people in the presence of thousands of
whisked rapidly backward over the Norway. Only 50 cents.
their astonished
neighbors, causing
route by which we had come, shortly
NEED MORE HELP.
much enthusiasm.
striking a course about north, through
Prof. Coffey is a man of charming
Often the over-taxed organs of digesCorinna, Dexter and Dover to Foxcroft.
The villages of Dover and toxcroft aie tion cry out for help by Dyspepsia's presence, of unusual physical strength
in many respects one community, the pains, Nausea, Dizziness, Headaches, and magnetic power. \o such man has
before.
Piscataquis River forming the town line. liver complaints, bowel disorders. Such visitetKthis place
Prof. Coffey does not resort to the use
The railroad station is in Foxcroft, but troubles call for prompt use of Dr.
it is plainly labeled, "Dover and l· ox- King's New Life Pills. They are gentle, of dangerous medicines to produce these
croft."
thorough and guaranteed to cure. 25c. marvelous results. IIe.(l>y the simple
viHere we take the Bangor and Aroos- at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s, South Paris; laying on of the hands,) transmits the
tal force of the alllicted person's brain to
took Railroad, that portion of it which Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
the defective parts of their bodies and
was formerly the Bangor and Piscataquis
the result in many cases is obtained in
IF A MAN LIE TO YOU,
and again we find our car being hauled
Nine cases out of
And say some other salve, ointment, a moment of time.
rapidly backward, and have to turn the
disease can be controlled
Heats over once more and lay out our lotion, oil or alleged healer is as good ten any curable
points of compass anew. The road fol- as Bucklen's Arnica Salve, tell him by a few treatments.
His magic touch makes the blind to
lows up the Piscataquis River valley to thirty years of marvelous cures of Piles,
to
the height of land within a few miles of Burns, Boils, Corns, Felons,
Ulcers, see, the «leaf to hear, the cripplcd
reMoosehead Lake, and it becomes more Cuts, Scalds, Bruises and Skin Eruptions walk, and the sick and suffering to
his head.
and more apparent as we go along that prove it's the best and cheapest. 25c. at joice and call down blessings on
.Vow is your opportunity to get the
we are getting into the Maine woods.
F. A. Shurtleff <& Co., South Paris;
opinion of an expert free. Professor
The villages along the route grow small- Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
Coffey has cured to stay cured thouer, the farms less frequent, the woods
sands of cases of rheumatism and paralyfthake Into Your &lioes
and hills increasingly
conspicuous
cure you.
Alien's Foot-Ease, a powder. It cures painful, sis and lirmly believes lie can
features of the landscape. The last few
feet and Ingrowing nails, and He has effected a permanent cure of
miles of the climb up the hill, from smarting, nervous
Instantlv takes the sting out of corns and bun- stubborn cases in
a
few
days time.
Blanchard to Shirley, was really dithcult ions. It's the greatest comfort discovery of linlaid up for
railroad building, and the track winds age. Allen's Foot-Ease makes tight or new James Kiskarden had been
for sweat- I several months with rheumatism, could
in and out among the hills in a snaky shoes feel easy. It Is a certain cure
It
feet.
Try
ing, callous and hot, tired, aching
dress or undress himself. Procourse which nowhere gives one a view totluy. Sol·I by all druggists and shoe store·. not even
from the rear platform of more than a Don't accept any substitute. By mall for 25c. In fessor Coffey cured liim in four ifays.
package KICKE. Address, Allen \V. J. Ifepfoi'd bad not walked across
few rods of the rails. The road lias been stamps. Trial
S. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. Y.
the floor for nine months on account of
much improved in several ways during
rheumatism. In one week after receivthe past few years, but when it was first
JOHN
ing his first treatment lie walked two
in use parlor cars could not be run over
miles. Miss Emma Blodget had not raisit on account of the short curves. Now
In Wilson's Mills, July 2, to the wife of It. A.
ed her right arm to her head for over a
a parlor car runs through from Boston Storey, a son (Robert Alvan).
In two weeks afIn Sweden, July, to the wife of C. E. Jones, a year, being paralyzed.
daily.
α son.
ter receiving her lirst treatment she
At Greenville Junction we pass under
In Rum ford Falls, July 5, to the wife of G. A.
went to work cured.
the Canadian Pacific Railroad, which l'eabody, a daughter.
In Ruinfurd Falls, July 10, to the wife of J. R.
A lady who has received treatment reskirts the shore of the lake for several
a
Itlshop, daughter.
ports that this is the first week in three
miles, and transfer ourselves from the
years she has not suffered from rheumatrain across the wharf to the steamer
MAKRIED.
tism. She declares that tho three treatfor the sail up Moosehead Lake. And
ments she received from Professor Cofby the way, speaking of the Canadian
In Frecport, July u, Dr. Eugene B. Clark of
to
Pacific, if you are ever in the part of the liryani's I'ond and Miss lirenduSoule of F.ce- fey was worth a thousand dollars her.
Hundreds of people in New England
country where it runs, and do not want port.
In Francestown, Ν. H., June 25, Mr. John I). who were deaf had their hearing perto be regarded as a stranger, do not refer
S. Karris of Oxford and Mise Melvlna Daniels
manently restored by Prof. Coffey; others
to the road by its full name. \To one of Francestown.
July H, at the Adams House, I their eyesight. Many apparently hopealong its line was ever known to call it In Hoston, Mass,
by Rev. Ralph J. Haughion, Mr. Charles Ailou less paralytics have been permanently
anything but the "C. P. R."
Clifford of Kumfurd Kalis and Miss Maude benefited so that
they are enabled to earn
The train is due at Greenville Junction Isabelle Itlanchard of I'rovtdence, R. I.
In Woodstock, July 5, by Allien Chase, Esq., their livings.
at ό:05 r. .v., and the sail of twenty
Prof. Coffey's method of healing is not
miles up the lake takes nearly two hours, Mr. George K. lirooits ami Mrs. Einlly L. Aver,
both ot Greenwood.
an experiment, it is scientific in every
the boat being due at Kineo a little
Lh
Rev.
Kr.
S,
Ruinfurd
In
Falls, July
by
after T. Nothing can ever be more re- Klamuie, Mr. Krr.est J. Deniers "and Miss Her- way and lias passed the experimental
lone LeClnlr, both of Uumtord Kails.
stage.
freshing to tired and dusty travelers, in lu
R. A. Rich, Mr.
Rev.
West l'aris, July 5, by
It is neither mesmerism, hypnotism,
even though the weather is far from Elmer L. .Mulch of West Fails and Miss
Christian
Science, mind or faith cure alstill
water, Mlnola Buck of Woodstock.
hot, than a sail over clear,
In West l'aris, July Λ, by F. C. Flckett, Esq, I though it has been classed with these
with woods all around and mountains
Ann
Judkins,
Mrs.
Dearborn
and
C
Mr. C.
Lucy
things by those who have heard of but
and afar. The sun, which
both

Halsey, 70, a farmer a t| The big day for Norway was the 9th
Biddeford. suicided early Wednesday 'The town was filled with people whe
morning by hanging himself in bis barn eiimc to see tlie sliow.
He liatl been despondent since tin
The hove captured a big water snake
death of his wife two years ago, and re υη Bridge Street at the bridge
peatedly said that he was going to lianj It a*as seven feet and eight inches long
himself. He leaves a son, Joseph W.
ojH laïirer than a man's wrist. He was
who lived with him, anil a daughter dead however when taken from the
Mrs. Samuel G. Parker of Turner Falls river. It was the largest one seen heie
Joseph

Norway nominates in 1904, 1ÎHX5, 1910.
Oxford—1902.
Hebron—190S.
The chairmen of the Republican towu
committees in the several towns constitute a district committee.
Apportionment uiada March 1"», 1W2.

P.

F.

Eugene Foster, IS years old, the soi
of F. G. Foster of Monticello, went to th
upper dam of the mill pond Monday t(
fish and swim and it is supposed slippe» I
and fell from the dam into the wate:
below. A party was soon organized t<
search for his body, which was fount
a short distance below the dam.

Turner village had quite a tire Wed
nesday night. Hotel Maplewood of that
place, the Gross House, a dwellinj;
a game of ball at the fair grounds Satow ned by T. F.
Faulkner, and Staples
urday afternoon. Batteries. West Paris, box factory were totally destroyed by
and
Rich
>haw and Dwyer; Norway,
tire together with one horse put in the
Nevers.
stable by Register of Deeds W. B. Beals

this week
The deleGeorge M. I). Heed and wife of Winsummer
throp. Mass., are spending the
gates from the local league are A. W.
a»

to

Λ. K. Morse entertained the guests at of Auburn. The roof was burned ot!
The Beeches on Paris Hill last Friday the Methodist church and Roberts' Hall
evening with some of his best selections. across the street also caught in several
Mr. Morse is always much appreciated places. The tire caught in the hotel
stable about 9 o'clock and spread rapidly
wherever he reads.
and was under control about 10 o'clock.
Mr*. Hannah Barnett. of New York, is
The total loss is estimated at $7,000 or
visiting her sister, Mrs. G. C. Pratt. She
insurance about $2,000.
is accompanied by a friend, Mrs. Warren Hall, of Indiana, who is making her REPRESENTATIVE APPORTIONMENTS.
I first visit to Maine.
The Democrat has published from
Mrs. Fred Douglas, who has been time to time the results of the convenhas
returned
N.
Porter's,
tions held in the several legislative disvisiting at C.
Grace tricts of Oxford County by the Republito her home in Hopedale. Mass.
far
as
Mrs.
Douglas
cans. to apportion the representation of
Peuley accompanied
will visit relatives. the several towns. In accordance with a
as I.ynn, where she
we now
Members of Stony Brook Lodge, No. suggestion made by a reader,
a recapitulation of those results,
1*1. Ν. E. O. P., are requested to be publish
as follows:
present at our next regular meeting
July %S>. Lakeside Lodge, No. ITT, of
Rumford.—The town constitutes a disNorway, will be present. Refreshments
will be served.
trict.

I'hii·» 15. Clark and family of Kumford
\ isited at James K. Tucker's a few
-j
lay» !.t.»t week.

ή

days

F. L. Wyman's berries will be found
II.i ;
Gray is »i>cnding a week witli I at W. A. Porter's during the season.
at
llaines
Carl
Landing.
Sr rher
Satisfactory prices and good measure
Ν it! an Λ. Chase is at home from his [ guaranteed every time.
at Kumford Falls to enjoy a vacaWest Paris defeated Norway 10 to 4 in

«

[

and uncertainty are becomii
wi
a sure thing that the President
visit Maine and attend the big fair
Bangor late in August.

OF

90CIATI0N TO THIS UEAUTIFUL SPOT.

prayer
tnv, Krl.lay eveulng.
Baptist Church. Kcv. E. 8. Cotton, Pasto
Preaching service, 10 3d a. m.; Sabbath Schoc
li.-oo ». Prayer Meeting Sunday evening 7 ί. ι

again.

Hope

Ε. V. Haskell is to take a two weeks
vacation from his labor», commencin

onjmigationa) Churrh. Rev. W. |
i>.. past .r. Prea< hlng -*-rvlre«, lo!
... l>
IM p. M.; Sunday School 12 M.; 1
K. ;U»> r. M.;Church prayer meeting «
γ ».
»ν evening at 7 3υ o'clock. AU, Bot othe
χ
.une» te·!, are cordially lnvltetl.
«
m ci.'κ-liai Church, Rev. A. W. l'ott'.e, l'as to
or »;;n'lav, morning prayer met-tin*. 3:S>
reaching service lu 43 a. M. ; Sabbath seh<M
κ
irth ! MfM Meeting. S 15 F. *
Ε
··:»· prayer meeting 7 F. m.; prayer meetin
evën'ng; class meeting, ViMav evenli'i
K,ii»tl?t Churcn, Kev.T.J. KamsdeU, Pasto
Sel
..iv, proachlc. service 1>> 40 a.
■>! 12 M.; ι-raver meeting 7rOO p. m
i>«M't1ng Tu*("ia'- evenlne.
I '\. r->all*t Churek, Kev.J. H. l.lttle, Past··:
n..· «ervlce every Sun·lay ut 2:3u p. m., t
jS«« liaitt

The four-year-old son of Peter A. Fol·
of Portland set hie clothes on tire Fridi
playing with matches, and was probab
fatally burned.

tu re meets

vacation.

CUl'UCHES.
t

oTATKD

s

Rev·. Lucien M. Robinson of Phils
Prim and proper Ocean Park will r
uelphia is visiting at Wallace Ryeraon'i ι.
Charles A. Gray of Natiek, Mass., ha s new its suit for divorce from gay at
festive Old Orchard when the Legisl
Joined his family here for a three davi

(.lull?, Sumlai
sunilay un!

lu
west;—low a M.,3:3g y.
·!.«!!>·, Sundays lncluUetl). Sunday uni

m

ι-

^

uew

sjuu

,,

Y

a.

SOC TU

a

fe

EXCCB9ION

CHCTtCIIKS
Won·· <>.ii/r*jffalonal Church, Rev. B.
R' •••.«ι, I'n-ii.r
Preaching service Suntle
Met
lu ίο ». m.; snMiath School, 12:00
Ρ raver Meeting κι C .30; Social Meeting, 7:15
m.: regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Thuredi
evening ; V. P. S. C. E. Meeting Friday eve
In* 7 SJO.
Inlversallet Church, lie?. Caroline E. Ann
Pa<tor. Preaching service on 8unday, at 10 :
T. P. C. I
A.
Sabbath School, 13
meeting, 7 «0 P. m
B.
F.
Rev.
Methodist Churrh,
Pickett, Paste
Preaching iervlee, Ι0Λ» a. m.; Sabbath Schoc
-00
m.
13
; Social Evening Meeting, 7.-00 r. M
meeting. Tuetulay evening; claaa mot

Charlie, the 6-year-old son of Aid'
Merrithew of Belfast, was fatally scaldi
Tuesday, by falling into a tub of h
vaci k- water.

a

I rentiss Crockett has moved to hi
house in the Biscoe District.

Commencing June 15, l'JW,

_■

sending

Lewiston Free Masons dedicated a β
hall Thursday evening.

new

course the hotel, the Mount Kim >o
House. Years ago the fact was appre< i.
ated that here was one of the choicest )f
the spots specially fitted for man's e ijoyinent in the woods of Maine. T1
result was a hotel, which has growu L y
successive additions to its present c; l.
pacity of about 500 guests. The rest < ,f
the establishment all belongs to the con '*
pany which owns the hotel, and con Iprises the necessary adjuncts of tl e

UNDER KINEO'S BLUFF.

NOBWAY.

MAINE NEWS NOTES.

tbe summer.

MAINE.

A Great Shirt Waist Sale
At Little Prices.
Bring

save

you

dously.

in

pocket-book to
buying, for the prices

an

On account of cold

as

lively

than

we

them.

usual,

as

take home the money
are smashed tremen-

extra

so

June,

we

are

want, but you have

What

seems

loss

Shirt Waists did not sell
left with a larger stock

a

to us is

long

gain

summer

to

wear

to you.

JI9c. Colored waists of Gingham and Percale.
Tucked back and gathered front.
Regular prices 50c
and

69c.

49c.

Now 39c.

Waists made of the best

styles

of

I2$c gingham.

Ed Mann's on
Tucked back and gathered front.
Regular price 75c.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Now 49c.
Keene Ν. H., have been visiting their
Manleν Wheeler and Harry Filield left
Bethel—1904, 1910.
Leveroni, who is in trade
uy for Jackson. N. IL, where
<>ilead, N'ewry, Hanover and Mason— i. this
left for home Thur*
69c. Pretty waists of Mercerized Gingham. AttractThey
place.
ν will be employeil for the season in
at
1900. Nominating convention
Newry. day morning after a most pleasant t wit
ive and
$1.00. Now
Con•fray's Inn.
Andover and Roxbury—1908.
of about one week. They were delightAndover.
at
vention
The trade in rope has been brisk for
ed with Norway.
98c. Waists of assorted styles of Lace Gingham.
Harry Pierce of Meriden, Ct.,
f
Byron, Upton, Grafton, Lincoln and
t! ]>a.»t few days. Since Pawnee Bill's
The funeral services of Mrs.
Marj
Keen visiting his parents, Rev. and Mrs.
$1.62. Now
ConRegular
1902.
Plantations
w wa> in town, every small
boy is E. W. Pierce, a few days, aud was accom- Magallowav
Stevens were held at her residence on
vention at Upton.
Kev. C. E.
the owner of a las.su.
attended
Street,
Main
by
of
of Silk Ginghams, Mercerized Duck
F.
Dana
Waists
Dewey,
panied by a friend.
$1.50.
District Committee—H. P. Wheeler,
Interment at
A number of the members of the Meriden.
They left on Thursday, to at-1 (iilead, E. C. Park, Bethel. Walter A. Angell, Monday afternoon.
and Pongee Silk.
Regular prices $2.00, $2.25 and
Pine Grove Cemetery.
of
seneca Club spent Tuesday afternoon in tend the national convention
Choice
Foster,
Newry.
$1.50.
$2.75.
Guy K. Bell, of Woodstock, arrested
\ ouug People's Christian Union in Porta I'ii uic trip to Gibson's Grove, and enApportionment made May 10, 1902. bv Deputy Sheriff Porter of Rumford
land, at which quite a delegation from
jo\ed themselves much.
of
White Lawn and Mercerized Lace
Waists
9Hc.
in
the
was
convicted
Falls
municipal
Meriden were present.
and
Hemstitched and Embroidered,
c. A. Clifford of Rumford Falls and
a
of
of
Cheviots.
Tucked,
court,
gun,
larceny
Monday,
Paris—1902, 1904, 1910.
li wife, w ho were married recently in
A Universalis! Sunday School has
went to Paris jail to think the matter
Now 9ÛC.
and
Bucktield—l'.HXi.
sold
il -t.-η. as announced elsewhere in this been organized iu this village with a
Paris and Milton Plantation—1908.
start
to
J. M. Buffum is with her sister,
taper, were with relatives here a few membership of fifty members
District Committee—N. Dayton Bol$1 .as. Waists of fine embroidered material. Regwith aud more are expected to join ster, Paris, Arthur E. Cole, Bucktield, Mrs F. P. Stone, for a few weeks.
ilav.» last week.
Now $1.25.
ular prices $1.75 and $2.00.
as
follows:
are
later. The officers
Mrs Herbert Hosmer and sons are at
George E. Brown, Milton Plantation.
1 >■ Republican caucus to «"inmate a
Sii|H>rtnten<ient —K. P. Parlln
Bemis with Mr. Hosmer for a few weeks
Apportionment made June IS, 1902.
mdidate f«»r representative to the legisA-al-tam supvrlnten'Îeut—A. l> Park,
Maud York of Damariscotta is visiting
Saturdav ot
ire ha* l>veu called for
"v-crvlarv au<t'l'reas .rer—W. L. Karrar.
her sisters, Mrs. Albert P. Bassett and
The call is jmb- The
n.-xt week. July
Canton—1902.
Sunday School is held directly after I
I Dixfield—1904.
*hed in full elsewhere.
the afternoon service, at 8:80 o'clock.
Horr will Improve his place by
Mexico—1900.
Krnest M. Swett of the claw of "(M,
from
a
the addition of a stable 22 χ 24. He will
delegation
Wednesday evening
and
Hartford
Here our lines are broken somewhat so we make
Peru—190S,
Sumner,
also put a modern bath room into the
Wesley an University. Middletown, Ct„ the W. C. T. U. of this place attended
suit at just O^E·
reduction.
this
is at 'mine for the summer vacation, ami the meeting of the W. C. T. U. of Nor- 1910.
Apportionment made June 21, 1902.
has been supplying as clerk at J. F.
understand that Robert Bickford
II WJ l'KI( E. W hen you consider that the prices
way. Ice cream and cake were served
Mummer's for the past week.
is at work with a party in the survey of
aud all agree in pronouncing it a most
were low to begin with you will realize that this is your
live the Nora railroad iu British Columbia.
and
Denmark—1902.
Long
Sweden
of
evening.
Miles
son
enjoyable
and
Mrs. C. A. Record
to get a suit for they are good the whole
few
a
is
Mrs. E. S. Cotton
On Thursday our Union
enjoying
Woodstock—1904.
way Γnion.
Assiuippi, Mass., are with the family of met
relatives
and
friends
visit
with
weeks'
year.
at the home of Mrs. Eben Chapman.
Greenwood and Stow—IJMMi.
lier fat lier, George B. Crockett, for the
The regular
Albany and Stoneham—1908.
Krnest P. Crockett, who ha* ;wlittle out of the village.
summer.
I LOT LI\E.\ and Duck Skirts, sold for
I
Two
out.
w
carried
as
Waterford—1910.
l« en attending a commercial college in business session
Lton
at
choice $1.50.
are
Your
I
the
to
Xew
added
were
members
society
stopping
new
Hampshire
Brockton, Mass., is also at home.
WILLIS REUNION.
and a most social time enjoyed, after]
at
J 1*. Hichardson and wife were
The Willis family had a reunion at
E. Drake, Grand Deputy
which the picnic supper was served in
Kast Hebron Tuesday to atteutl the the daintiest possible manner.
And South Paris Wednesday and Thursday, Past Chancellor, installed the officers of
J.
.' nierai <>f an uncle of Sir. Richardson,
what a supply of good thiugs! One gen- July 1* and 10. The oldest of the family. Pythian Sisterhood Friday evening.
Mr.
K. bouncy, who died at Auburn.
Mrs Marv A. Holden. Nellie L. AnKmtcrn Telephone Connection.
tleman. Rev. Mr. Pottle, lent dignity to Win. A. Willis, of Duinmer, Ν. H., is 80
of
the
memlwr
last
the
the occasion. One of the most enjoyable years of aye. hale and hearty. He serv- drews and H. F. Andrews are stopping
Konney was
sister
in
civil
war
last
the
hi^
having
the
at
Old
Orchard.
surviving
ed three years duriug
at their cottage
family,
xs well as stimulating features was
>een Mrs. Richardson of this place, who delicious
Izah Sanborn of Bangor is stopcoffee which was furnished the 14th New Hampshire regiment, was
of
at
the
battle
Cedar
died some weeks siuce.
wounded
and
Farrar
Mr.
Wilbur
severely
ping with friends and Natives in town.
gratuitously by
•
served with an abundance of whipped Creek.
Among those who attended the Y. P.
muné on*
An exchange notes with some coinThe second child, Mrs. A. H. Russell, C. U. at Portland this week were Rev.
A most favorable impression of
cream.
this
isn't
that
the
fact
proving
placency
to the invited is the widow of Dr. Charles Kussell. who C. E. Angell, Mrs. Mary Cole, and Mrs.
was
the
I'nion
given
«
lîreat season for thunder showers.
The next regular meeting will for years was a practicing physician uf
^W Inch
But it may guests.
is entirely correct.
of the Norway
Mr. and Mrs. Kussell are
at the M. E. parsonage the sec- West Paris.
meeting
be
held
also be worth notiug that this is the
well remembered by many warm friends Branch Railroad resulted in the election
ond Thursday of September.
sixth consecutive caleudar month during
of Freehtnd Howe, Chas. G. Mason ami
in Paris.
showers"
had
thunder
which we have
The third child was John E. Willis Harry P. Jones as directors, who elected
WEST
and
WILD
June
THE
March.
April, May,
February,
who was killed on the G. T. R. R. at Freeland Howe president and Henry J.
near
The circus came to town Wednesday—
July have each given us at least a sample.
both of l'aris.
West Milan, Ν. H., 20 years ago.
Bangs clerk.
Λ
ι...ι
nut the circus, though, but Pawnee Bill's
In Ruinford Falls, July 7, by Rev. Fr. La- I never investigated.
shone intermittently during the closing
Ethan Willis, has
Γ 1 CU UiUwii mil opeuu
fourth
The
child,
life
Moare
A South Paris party
enjoying
to
added
our enjoy- Flamme, Mr. Harry Kox and .Miss Melvlna
Many who have been treated and curthe
of
Willi West. In the daily conversation
hours
day,
1862. lie served vacation with hie parents at Norway
since
Paris
in
resided
both of Bumford Kails.
the
at
Crockett
rancy,
for a week or two
ed by Professor Coffey declare that it
cottage of the people it is known for brevity as
on Mount
its
last
ment
bestowing
rays
by
an enlistment of IS months during the Centre.
ou l'ennesseewassee Lake, the men comI matters not what your ailment may be,
miles away, as we passAT
"the circus." Owing to an accident on
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Pharmacy

A. SHURTLEFF

&

CO.,

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

0EÊ»'S

For Bilioua and Nervous Disorder·, such as
Wind sndlPtin In the Stomach,Sick Headache,
Giddiness, Fulness and Swelling after meala,Dizziness and Drowsiness, Cold Chills. Flushings of
Heat, Loss of Appetite, Shortness of Breath.Coativeness. Blotches on the Skin, Disturbed Sleep,
Frightful Dreams, and all Nervoua and TremblThese ailments all arise
in* Sensations, etc.
from a disordered or abused condition of tbe
stomach and liver.
Baaohmm'm PMim, taken as directed, will
quickly restore Females to complete health. They
promptly remove any obstruction or irregularity
of the system. For a

South Paris.

Organs,

Pianos and

[

Piano Stools,

y

Reasonable Prices.

rival.
10 cents and 25 cents, at all drug stores.
Anuual sale β.000.000 box··.

a

►

Nasal

À.

In all lu stains there
should be eieanuuesa.

ΛΚΕ

WK

postal or telephone to
a supply promptly.

vou

CATARRH

praise and leave a pronoun. 5. Doubly
behead a forced smile and leave a
preposition. 0. Doubly behead to devise and leave a small aperture. 7.
Doubly behead to broil and leave sick.
S. Doubly behead a place for offerings
and leave a product of the pine tree.
9. Doubly behead to unite and leave a

4

us

cleaii>ee, soothe·· and ht'tla
the disex-ed meiisbnue.
It cures catarrh a:i>l dr:\c-s
«way a con! La the head

quitkiy.

Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spread*
the mcmbraue and ;s absorbed. Rsilef ia irumeu.ateauda cure follow*. It is act drying—due*
cot produce sneezing. Large Sue, 50 eeats M Drug<>r
mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.

DIVISION·

Service.

Coast mud Interior
Kriorta of \«w tluglaud.

by
^:*r*
UI.Ï BROTHERS, m Warren Street, îiew York.

Builders' Finish I

I will furnish DO<>KS ami WINDOWS of any
Slae or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window <L Door Frames.

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
outside work, send In your orders. Pine Lumber ami Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

and Job Work.

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

W. (HANDLER,

Maine.
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X
X
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XX
X

X

X

X
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Begin with the left side star and
read upward.
I.—1. A lurge collection of houses. 2.
A river in Africa. 3. Level. 4. Very

Digests what you eat.

clean.
2. Middle of the
II.—1. Uniform.
day. 3. A number. 4. Facility.
III.—1. A knot. 2. A point of the
compass. 3. A tux for some privilege.
4. A kind of bird.
Across the top: 1. The middle of the
day. 2. Not any.
Across the bottom: 1. A token. 2.
Not good.

preparation

No.

-.

Cures all stomach troubles

ascertain our opinion free whether
Γ ·ιηιιιιιιιΙ(*ϋ.
invention is probably patentable.
lions «trictlye· mttileiit lui. I land book on I'utt ills
sent froe. Oldest wiciwy for securing putents.
Patents taken throuch Muim \ Co. receive

quh-kly

XX

XX

XX

Dyspepsia Cure

X

χ

χ

XX

X

X

III.

II.

Χ

χ

χ

XX

contains all of the
dRestants and digests all kinds of
food. It gives Instant relief and never
tails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you waat. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By Its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. Is
unequalled for the stomach. Children with weak stomachs thrive on it.
First dose relieves. A diet unnecessary.

EXPERIENCE

mond·.

Χ

KotM

Dia-

Hollow

183.—Connected

•î. S. Cakiikk, Agent. India Wharf. Boeton.
T. M. Baktlktt, Agent, Franklin Wharf,
Portland.
A. H. IIanscom, G. P. A T. A.
Calms alstin, Vice 1'ree't A Gen'l Manager.
General Officer·, 3t»8 Atlantic Ave·, Boston.

This

50 YEARS*

A message that had come by
Asking her father if he was
To build a large and handsome
With slanting roof and pointed
This tale's not true; it Is a

American.

Commencing June Itith, 1909, a teamen» leave
Franklin Wharf. I'ortimxl, anil India Wharf,
Bouton, ilallv, (Sun<lays tnciudeii) at 7.·00 p. M.

E. W. CHWDIillK,

West Sumner

Sunday

Additional

rhyme.]
visiting
One day I
And 1 eaw. lying on the

clesiastical superior.
From the upper left hand letter to
the lower right hand letter and from
the lower left hand letter to the upper
right hand letter each names α famous
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over

that

words

with

blanks

the

No. 102.—Doable Diagonal.
Each word contains five letters:
Crosswords: 1. Small Alee. 2. To
originate. 3. A common piece of furniture. 4. A Scriptural name. 5. An ec-

Ac.

PORTLAND

all

was

SON, I

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, llair, Brick,

Sand,

[Pill

will bring

PAH1N, .UK.

ϋΟΓΤΗ

lttl.—Rhymed Puile.

No.

NKVER OUT.

W. WALKER &

Eh Ν Cream Balm

E.

No. 1W>.—Dooble Behcadtnfi.
L Doubly behead to wear away and
leave part of the body. 2. Doubly behead cargo and leave a number. 3.
Doubly behead coldness and leave to
attend. 4. Doubly behead a hymn of

DO YOU WANT IT? I

I
VVflL·

ΛΛ11 ι
A

Planing, Sawing

·

acMavad mdthoat tha ptthlioatlaM
ot taatlmonlala, tha fact haina that
Baacham'a PUta racotnmondihomtaahraa.
pronoun. 10. Doubly behead to satisfy
Beecham's Pills have for many years been the
and leave comfort 11. Doubly behead
popular family medicine wherever the English
► languige is spoken, and they now stand without 1
a Hug and leave a token.
i

AT

1

J
1

back the keen edee of Appetite,
«ith the
amfw of the human
they are specially
frame. For throwing off fevers
"
renowned. These are facts admitted by thouof
society, and one of the
sands '■> *U classes
best guarantees to the Nervous and Debilitated
Is that Baacham'a PtUa hava tha
Lmrgmmt Sala at any Patau! Madlcina In th» World. Thia haa baan

Books.

*

U aouclted. Addie·· : Editor Homkmaxjw*
Colukh, Oxford Democrat, Parla, Malnv.

Mo. 189·—Concealed Word Sqoarc.
L The milkman's team has run away;
1 A pint or so I'll take today.
The rector aald,
3.
"A Scotchman led
1
&. McDermot to the fray."

and

AND

Instruction

1
1
1

bringing
Wotetutf of Hmmtth
tpiexion,
arousing
tha wrhola phymlcal

Covers

ν

%

1U4.—A

Well

Known

berries which are brilliant, rich, and
high flavored, and which keep perfectly;

they are

Sn>ln»r.

SUPPLIES !

n.ixin,

p.

w.

8 Co.35'8·»·4·" New York
MUNN
Branch Ofllce, <S6 Κ St, Washington, D, G.

4:! Haiti St., South Pari*·,
Mall onlera promptlv filial.

by

this rule:

PRKSEKVED STB A WHERRIES.

PHOTOGRAPHIC I

k

Scientific American.

A handsomely lllns'nited weekly. I unrest dpculatr η of any scientific Journal. Terms, !·> a
year: four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

made

RHEUMATISM.
When you are suffering from rheumatism, the kidneys must be attended to at
once bo that they will eliminate the uric
acid from the blood.
Foley's Kidney
Cure is the most effective remedy for
this purpose. R. T. Hopkins, of Polar,
Wis., says: "After unsuccessfully doctoring three years for rheumatism with
the best doctors, I tried Foley's Kidney
Cure, and it cured me. I cannot speak
too highly of this great medicine." F. A.
Shurtleff & Co. Grin Stevens, Oxford.

Tie.

CLAIMS."

are

better than

They work

paint.

easy, tnuke a smooth surface, and any one can apply tbein to
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, panMany
tries, kitchens and furniture.
The surface is no-ibeautiful tints.
and
can
be
absorbent
kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
lH>n't pay fancy prices when
furnish Voii "Satfuma Interior

same

price as ordinary paint

vour

dealer will
at the

kn-tiuels"

What well known saying does the

Made

by

Heath 4.

No. 103—Charade.
If you are hungry as α bear
And love the hermits' simple fare.
My second In my first prepare;
That 'tis my whole you will declare.

PERRY DAVIS*

MHigan M'f'g Co.,

"Painkiller

Cklnge·
Als«> Floor I'aint, Floor Varnish, Coach
and 6>par
Varnish,
Muralo, etc.,
M usury's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
For sale by,

Instantly

relieves

sprains, strains

No.

substitute.
25c. and 50c. bottles.
Take

and bruises.

S. P. MAXIM 4 SON,

M>( TU ΡΑΚΙ*.

ΜΛΙΧΚ.

EVERY

udverb of place. A masculine pronouu.
In this place.
A
ft'iuiuine pronoun.
Before. Another musical note. A colA boy's name.
or.

h-<lal<ll*he<l In NI. for over sixty years It was the NEW-YORK
WEEKLY TKIliCNE, luiowu ami read In every State In the
U nlon.
On Nov. 7,1901, It was chafed to the

MEMBER
OF
THE
FARMERS
FAMILY

Cap*.
1. The cap that overturns.
2. The cap that le a government
house.
3. The cap that is a statute.
4. The cap that surrenders ou conditions.
No. 107.—A Pto

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER
Illicit class, up-to-date,
farmor an·! hie family—

Illustrated agricultural weekly, for the

Sl.OO

PRICE
a

year, but you

can

By subscribing

Sample

Suburb»—Why do you always go Into
your tlat backward?
Downtown—Because I always like to
face the street in cuse of tire.

copy free.

OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

Send your address

Key to the 1'nmmler.
No. 180.—A Pod of Feus: Peat. Pace.
Prim. Plover. Prank.
No. 181.—Arithmetical Problem: Ninety dollars.
No. 182.—Novel Trick With a Stick:
No auswer required.
No. 183.—Charade: Poe-try.
No. 184.—Changed Words: 1. Book,
rook, rood, road. read. 2. Weed. reed,
rode, rose. 3. Wood, wool. cool. coal.
No. 185.—Blanks: Crow, grow, hoe.
mow. show.
No. 180.—Diamond: 1. Π. 2. Top. 3.
Gales. 4. Holland. 5. Frank. C. And.

to NEW-YOBK. TRIBUNE FABIEB, New·
York City.

VIVIAN
Jeweler and

HILLS,
Graduate Optician.
W.

Lowest Prices in the

Cameras and Photo

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

MAINE.

STOPS

THE COUGH

RASPBERRY JAM.

AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.

Measure three pounds of fruit and one
of sugar, and put all in the preserving kettle, crushing thoroughly before putting on the tire, so they will be
jucy enough not to burn. Do not add
any water. Cook for half an hour, or a
little more, and try in the air.
Currants come at this time, and currant jelly has been the Waterloo of many
There is a story of one
a housekeeper.
who coooked her jelly for two weeks,
day in and day out, and still it "would
not jell"! But there is a rule which is
wan-anted to produce delicious and certain results. It is called

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay.
Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

pound

a

of

GOOD MORNING !
Do you

was

independence signed?"

the declaration

Dot—"On the table."

TWO BOTTLES CURED HIM.
"I was troubled with kidney complaint
for about two years," writes A. H. Davis
of Mt. Sterling, la., "but two bottles of
Foley's Kidney Cure effected a permaF. A. Shurtleff & Co.
nent cure."
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

use a

Quaker Range?

Teacher—"Where

OF TUB BEOULATION

CURRANT

TYPE.

|

a

week at

JELLY THAT

NEVER

FAILS.

Select currants which are not fully
ripe; the ends of the bunches should be
rather green. Pick them over and wash
them, if necessary, but do not take them
off the stems. Put them in the kettle
Sound kidneys are safeguards of life. without weighing, and stand it on the
Make the kidneys healthy with Foley'e I back of the stove where the fruit will
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. heat but not cook, and crush with the
Kidney Cure.
pestle tri all the juice is out. Then
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
strain it through two bags, one of loose
didn't want the boute.
flannel, and measure it with a pint cup.
Take as many pints of sugar, but leave
A bright colored boy appeared before I
one-half pint; put the sugar in a hot
the Civil Service Commission to be out
examined for the position of letter car- oven, stirring often. Boil the juice till
it clears, which will be in five to ten
rier.
and skim it. When it becomes
"How far is it from the earth to the minutes,
turn in the hot sugar and
noon?" was the tiret question asked of transparent
let the whole boil up hard once, only
lim.
it ia done. Take it off and dip
"How fah am it from de earf to de once, and
It into the heated glasses and it will jelly
noon?" echoed the applicant, ♦ "my
Let it stand in
)n the cup as you do so.
^awd, if you're gwine to put me on dat
the sunshine for a day or two, until it is
oute, I don't wan't de job."
The secret of makis firm as you wish.
\ VHEN OTHER MEDICINES
ng this jelly is in boiling it just the
tingle moment.
FAILED
(Concluded next week.)
'ake Foley's Kidney Cure. It has cured
rhen everything else has disappointed.
These is a good deal of moral support
Orin Stevens,
'. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
η a nice gown and hat.
I

Mary had a little hen.
That caused her many a tear.
It ueed to lay when eggs were cheap
And quit when they were dear.

[

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

RASPBERRIES.

These delicious berries are especially
good done by the rule just given.
Formerly they would fall to pieces and
look gray when taken from the can;
this way they will do neither. They
will probably not need washing; just
put them in the cans and fill with rich
sugar-and-water syrup, and let them
stand over night in the hot water. They
will take less sugar than the cherries.

7. D.
No. 187.—Word Square: 1. Meet. 2.
Emma. 3. Emir. 4. Tare.
No. 188.—Additions: Steam, master.
Frost, forest. Rust, trust.

County.

NORWAY,

RED

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.!

HAVE|

ftiord.

SO WEARY.

Weary and worn out all the
time. Back weak and lame and
aching. Headache, Nervous,
Restless, Excitable. The Kid·
neys are sick.

Doan's
Kidney Pills
every symptom of Kidney Ills, from
backache to complicated urinary

cure

common

disorders.
Mrs.

Bobby—Mother, what's that
band around Mr. Jenks' arm for?
Mother—Hush, dear; he might
you. Mrs. Jenks is dead; that is a sign without them."
of mourning.
For sale by all drutfjjlsts; ΓΛ cents.
Bobby—Oh! I thought p'r'aps it was ter-Mllbum Co., Buffalo, Ν. V.
to keep the caterpillies from crawling

Foe-

"Ρ·

TO

A COLD IN

CURE

ONE

DAY

Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
F. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.
F. A. Shurtleff &
25c.
on each box.
Co.
"When your teacher wants to get a
train of thought into your mind, what
does she do, Willie?" "Wliy, sometimes she tries to switch it in."

êWÂ

This signature is
the

remedy

ou

urery box of the

genuine

™>ι*
Bromo-Quinine
oelu Id
that
dsj

Laxative

one

u

cures

Auntie—A penny for your thoughts.
Little Nephew—I was thinking that if
I kept quiet and pretended to be think-

wonder what I was thinking
what you did.
about and say jus'
Gimme the penny.

ing you'd

BRONCHITIS FOR TWENTY YEARS.
Mrs. Minerva Smith of Danville, III.,
writes: "I had bronchitis for twenty
I used
years and ne\er got relief until
Foley's Honey and Tar, which is a Sure
F. A.

Cure.

Shurtleff

Stevens, Oxford.

& Co.

PiaijiOp

enly fore, aafe, entirely vegetable remedy fof
m children or Muln." îl.">c at your <!rugci*ti.
DK. J. F. THUS it CO., Auburn, Me.

The

worm*

Rain and sweat
have no effect on
harness treated
with Eureka HarIt reness Oil.
sists the damp,
theleath
keeps
er »oft and pliable. Stitches
do not break. \
No tough iur- \
face to chafe
■ndcut. The
harness not
only keeps
looking lik·
new, but
wean twice
ai loogby the
use of Eureka
Harness Oil.

CUSTOMS

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.

For Infante and Children.

The Kind You Have

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
case, Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
0.
new, for 990Φ, worth

AYegelable PreparationforAs
similating the Food andReguia-1

One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for §950, worth $300.

I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great tfade.

11

One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost

$125,

for

Bears the

In FA Ν IS /(

Signature

<W*

Mx Senna

J.

siniir CW

lUC*rianmtrîmfo *
WhpJW-

Wheeler,
I*lain«».

W. H. Winchester,

NEW YORK.

J)

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Rrcnrds, Blanks, Horns, and

Ν. H.

Berlin,
sent on

No Better Piano made in this

W. C. McARDLE,

Cure

purifies

the

"Can any one tell what a meter ie?"
asked the teacher of a primary class in
an Alleton, Maes., school a few days ago.
Only one little lad raised hie hand.
The teacher nodded, and the child said:
"It's a thing you chop meat with. My
a butcher, and he's got two of

papa's

them."

For morbid conditions take Bkscbam's Pills.

Eve hadn't been in the Garden of
Eden 15 minutes until she had discovcred that the smooth surface of a pool
was a mirror.
to Mother·.
of CASTOHIA,
t*—1>'"■ carefully «vary bottte
infant· and children,
a safe and sure needy for
■id aee thai it

Important

W

m

φ

9

Teen.
The Kind Tea Bm Always ftoefht

la Uw Tor Over

SO

women capable of great sacrifices
not the women who are suffering in
mind because women haven't equal

The

are

rights with

men.

plain question: Do you really get
the only Painkiller—Perry Daria'—wheu
A

than aorry.
you aak (or it? Better be sore
[t has not, in 60 yeara, failed to atop
I
looaeneaa and pain in the bowels.

any

agent,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

High G'ade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty,
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

This Beautiful Couch,

L. M. TUFTS,

rented In this cut,

furnished

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

FOR SELLING OUR GOODS.
Headache

Eyeache

Blurring of the Print
oftentimes show the

glasses.
They are

need of

65 DIFFERENT ARTICLES

some of the indications of defective vision and should
he attended to at once.
You'll be surprised at the comfort a pair of glasses will afford if
your sight is in any way defective.
Scientific examination free and
proper glasses properly adjusted is
what you are guaranteed here.

for Your Home·

SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.

GOLD SEAL CO.,

■■

Every

Our Stock

™

β»·.
No K.U sfier &r*t
('ontidlalwn, t*r»oaal «»r l>« uiail. ir<*ati·*· «nd

to close out odd

nC

has arrived.

U

see

them.

7

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

CHURCH STREET,

—

Come and

MILLETT,

H. P.

A LOW PRICE

Wool

Doecrlptlon.

SLEIGHS

TRIAI. IIOTTIW: FRKR

ON

MLTÏÏ.

Sf Sψ 13 Plum Stif

SLEIGHS!

SLEIGHS!

to Fli |>»ticoi> «b<> pat ·*μΓ?«β»/<· calf un delivery.
l'rrmanêni (Strg. out only letnpursr ν π .iff. fur all Str·
row
lH»ordrr$ Kfilrt··*. Si-μπμ m. Vilu* lune·.
I iMbtlity. Kib«u«tiun. DR. R. I! HflJME.Ld,
931 Arch Street. Philadelphia, roundel wiL

YOUR BOY NEED

^

α

Carpets BRITANNICA?
patterns and clean

as liis opinion
A well-known superintendent of schools has given it
staml
access to the Encyclopaedia Britannic*
have
who
pupils
do not enjoy
that
those
than
studies
in
their
cent,

up stock.

that

33'4 per

higher

Chas. F. Ridlon, YOUTH.....
this

a man

Kidney

or

other Country.

Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Foley's

INIS

PIANOS.

application.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings s,JL

—

blood by straining out impurities and
Cures kidtones up the whole system.
F. A.
ney and bladder troubles.
Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

1

Strich & Zeidler

Supplies.

Orin

Eric had said his text, "But now I am
I have put away childish things,"
and remarked, "I think it was too bad
of Paul to put away his childish things,
Auntie; he might have given them to
another little boy."

JjC

Dosis

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

■

Kidney

CASTORIA

Alb monlhs old

STOPPED FREE
■ gfpA
*5
Permancrtly Cured by
\
DR. XLINE'S GREAT
1 η
1 Β 3# nerve restorer
dey

A. R. Bass of Morganstown, Ind., had
to get up ten or twelve times in the
night and had severe backache and pains
in the kidneys. Was cured by Foley's
F. A. Shurtleff «& Co.
Cure.

For Over
Thirty Years

Fac Simile Signature of

Of

Grandma—What's the matter, Bobby?
Why are you crying?
Little Bobby—Gra'ma, they's too
many folks a-bringin' me up. I'd get
along better if I only had you.

Use

A perfect Remedy forConstipa
Hon, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms .(Convulsions .Feverish
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.

block,

Smith Paris.

♦

RtAAhU*-

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

BILL N(Î8

of

nuit* ofOU 1*SAMUEL PtKtUR

£65.

One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for 8115, worth $140.

W.

HI I I) Η ». Ν

Promotes Digcslion.Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium.Morpliine nor Mineral.
Not narcotic.

One second hand Kstey organ at South
Paris, almost now, for •55.

One second hand Worcester organ,
stops, in nice condition, for $45

ting the Stomachs andBowels of

Samuel Richards,
South Paris, Maine.

\

Always Bought

forflSS.

Catalogues

Mark Hyde, of 45 Thornley street,
Tawtucket, It. I., says: "Doun's Kidney
I'll Is have been used by butli uiy husband
and two daughters, and the relief obtained
lu every case was very satisfactory. .My
husband was bothered off and ou fur a long
at
time with pains across his buck, which
times became very severe. I saw Doau's
a
Kidney Tills advertised, and procuredIle
blac1 tor from W. L. Wood's druj; store.
rid
need them, and lu a very short time was
keep Doan's
hear of the backache. I always would
not be
Eldney Tills on hand, und

Oxford.

CHERRIES.

Get the large, dark υχ-hearte if you
can, but if not the white ones will do, or
the small dark red ones. The lighter
colored they are the more sugar they
take. Stone them, and let them stand
all night. In the morning pour oil the
juice, add sugar to taste, and water, if
there is not juice enough, and boil and
skim it till it is a rich syrup; if the cherries are sweet, a pint of juice and threequarters of a pint of sugar will be about
right. Heat your cans and put in the
uncooked cherries till they are nearly
full, and then pour over them the syrup
and put on the covers; set the cans in
the wash-boiler and lill it with very hot
The
water and let it all stand all night.
heat of the syrup and that of the water
will cook the fruit, but the flavor and
color will be those of the fresh and uncooked cherries. This is the way used
for all small fruits except strawberries,
and one who tries it will never, never go
back to the old method.

In Case of Fire.

buy It fur le<w. How'/
through your owu favorite home newspaper,

THE OXroKU DEMOCRAT.
lîoth papers one year for ♦J.OO.
Sen·I your order ami mouey to T11E
South 1'iirls, Maine.

100.—Word Pnnle.

From the letters of α word meaning
well soaped, without transposing uuy
letters, make the followiug: Λ musical
note. A thin strip of wood. A turning machine. A soapy mass. A preposition. An article iu daily use. An

no

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.
FOR

they cook for fifteen minutes; add onethird more sugar, and after fifteen
minutes the rest, and cook another fifteen minutes, making three-quarters of
an hour to every kettle of fruit.
This
should be enough, but if the berries are
watery they may need longer. Try by
cooling a little in the air, and take up as
soon as the jam sets.
After strawberry-time is past the
housekeeper may draw a long breath,
for the hard work is over. There is a
new way of putting up the other small
fruits which is simple enough for a child
to manage perfectly, yet the results are
better than have ever come from the
most elaborate methods. It is called
preserving them, but canning would do
as well, for the difference between the
two lies in the amount of sugar used.
Generally speaking, the sweeter they are,
the better, though pound for pound is
too much.

picture represent?

FREE Color card and our booklet, "How to
Refurnish the Home Without Buying New Fur·

Ulture."

was

TREAT YOUR KIDNEYS FOR

Select largo but firm berries, null and
wash tlieni, and measure two pounds of
fruit and two of sugar. Put half a cup
of hot water in your kettle, add the
sugar, stir till hot, and then put in the
two pounds of fruit and slowly simmer
for live minutes. The berries will certainly lose their color and shrink; but
take the whole up and put in shallow
earthen or agate dishes, and stand in the
sun for three days, taking them in at
night, and if it is very hot, moving them
She—I know some couples that quarrel
into the shade during the noon hour.
deal at first, but got along pretty
The third day the color will return, the a good
later on.
berries will grow plump and firm, and well
Πο—Oh, yes! Some people take matrithe syrup will almost jelly. Only two
like rheumatism—they get so they
mony
must
be
at
but
over
once,
put
pounds
don't complain much.
few
do
not
take
to
and
a
do,
long
they
pounds may be put up on one day and a
NO FALSE
few more a little later, and so on. Put
The proprietors of Foloy's Honey and
them in cans or glasses without reheatTar do not advertise this as a "sure cure
ing.
for consumption." They do not claim it
STH AW BERRY JAM.
will cine this dread complaint in adFor this a smaller berry will do, but vanced cases, but do positively assert
choose one that is sweet and firm. Hull, that it will cure in the earlier stages and
Take □ever fails to give comfort and relief in
wash, and measure the fruit.
pound for pound of sugar; crush the the worst stages. Foley's Honey and
berries till there is juice enough so that Tar is without doubt the greatest throat
they will not burn; boil them with one- and lung remedy. Refuse substitutes.
third of the sugar, and crush them as F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens,

Prvparvxl only by E. O. I)eWitt A Co., Chicago
Unit» the 50c. elr"
Tbe (I. buttle cimt'

flc», without chante. lu the

Right.
at one time alone in
his belief that the earth and planets
revolved round the sun. Galilei was
right when he asserted that the moon
revolves round the earth, and so was
Co'nmbus when he asserted the possibility of sailing round the world. But
In all these cases It is possible that othunknown to fame, may have
ers,
The Ob β Vu

Copernicus

that she owes her proud title to the use
It gave
of Dr. Rand's Family Remedy.
her that beautiful and rosy complexion,
the
her
which
makes
that queenly form
of all womankind.
envy
AND
JAMS.
PRESERVES. JELLIES
Dr. Rand's Family Remedy will do all
Most housekeepers regard it as one of this and more for
It will clear
you.
of
Provthe disciplinary arrangements
away those pimples and blackheads
come
should
that
idence
preserving-time
from your face, and give that beautiful
in the extreme heat of summer. How flush of health to
It shared their beliefs.
your complexion.
don
a
to
have
to
gingham apron cures all stomach troubles, strengthens There are two instances in which one
annoying
instead of a white gown, and exchange and
purifies the blood, removes consti- man was absolutely right and, so far as
the cool piazza for the hot kitchen!
pation, regulates the liver and kidneys we know, all the rest of mankind
knot
a
woman
has
cut
the
Gordian
Many
That
and tones up the general system.
wrong. One wus that of Newton, the
of the disagreeable by abandoning all is what this
remedy is for and it does discoverer of the principle of universal
home preserves and jellies, and buying the work.
use
of
free
The
a
sample
what she needs at a startHngly high price.
gravitation, and the other was that of
package will convince you of this fact.
But really these things are not so much
Dr. Rand's Family Remedy is com- John Harvey, who was absolutely
trouble to make, after all, provided one
posed of Roots, Herbs and Celery. For alone in bis conviction that the blood
is willing to learn new methods. Inhere sale
by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.; A. circulates through the veins and arteare several short-cuts across this Sahara
Dudley, Bryant's Pond; Orin Stevens, ries of living animals. In this instance
if we are willing to give up the old paths. Oxford.
so universal was the disbelief that bis
First of all, the range Are must be pernicknamed him "the
mitted to go out, and a gas-stove, or one
A little boy once saw a small tug tow- fellow doctors
for gasoline, or even kerosene, substi·. ing a large ship, and heard the tug quack," or "circulator," and the word
tuteil. The expense of one of these is whistle loudly.
"Oh, papa," he ex- survives to this day us the name of one
small, and it will be saved in the cost of claimed, "the big ship has the little one who makes a profession of medical
coal and wood in a few days' time, while by the tail and it's squeaking."
knowledge which he does not possess.
the saving of exhaustion from heat is inVACATION DAYS.
calculable. Then, if you have old-fashJuatlce Greater Then Charity.
ioned cans with metal tops you will do
Vacation time is here and the children
one divine work, the one ordered
The
well to lay in a supply of the newer ones are fairly living out of doors.
There
It is the
which have the glass covers and the could be no healthier place for them. sacrifice, is to do justice, and
tighter and simpler fastenings; the old You need only to guard against the ac- last we are ever inclined to do. Anyones need not be thrown away, but kept cidents incidental
to most open air thing rather tbnn that. As much charifor the richest of the preserved fruit, sports.
No remedy equals DeWitt's ty as you choose, but 110 justice. "Nay,"
which is not hurt by a possible admis- Witch Hazel Salve for quickly stopping you will suy, "charity Is greater than
sion of air. Next, see to your rubbers, pain or removing danger of serious conjustice." Yes. it is greater: it Is the
for once used, every rubber loses its sequences.
scalds
and summit of justice; it is the temple of
For
cuts,
elasticity and becomes untrustworthy ; wounds. "I used DeWitt's Witch Hazel which justice is the foundation. But
have a new band for every can.
Salve for sores, cuts and bruises," says
can't have the top without the botThe preserving-kettle should be of L. B. Johnson, Swift, Tex.
"It is the you
cannot build upon charity.
ones
iron, porcelain lined; the agate
best remedy on the market." Sure cure tom; you
must build upon Justice for this
sometimes used are better than tin, cer- Tor
piles and skin diseases. Beware of You
main reason, that you have not at first
tainly, but they too may burn, while the counterfeits.
iron will not. Have a wooden spoon, a
churity to build with. It Is the last rewooden pestle,—a potato masher will do
Ascum—What became of the story you ward of good work. Do justice to your
—a cup with an easy handle, pans for sent to the
brother (you can do that whether you
Klaptrap Magazine?
holding sugar, and a simple and accurate
Scribbler—Rejected. I fancy it was love him or uot) and you will come to
scale for weighing, and your utensils too clever.
love him. It is all very line to think
are ready.
Ascum—Too clever?
can build upon charity to begin
is
The question of covering jellies
one
Scribbler—Yes; I suppose they were you
have to
to be considered.
The old way was to afraid it would distract attention from with, but you \*ill Uud all you
use a layer of thin paper dipped in their
begin with begins at home and is esadvertising pages.
sentially love of yourself.—Ruskin.
brandy, and then a cover of thicker
^
paper, pasted down. Of course this was
POISONING TUE SYSTEM.
troublesome, and we gladly learned the
Ambition* Yonth.
It is through the bowels that the body
newer method of pouring melted paraffin
is cleansed of impurities.
Constipation
Tapa—And when you grow up would
over the jellies without any paper whatthe poisons in the system, causyou like to be a captain of industry'·
But while paraffin prevents the keeps
ever.
headache, dullness and melancholia
Johnny—Naw! I'd rudder be cuptalr
admission of air if it is perfect, it will ing
at first, then unsightly eruptiors and
Her
slip up the side of the glass if that is finally serious illness unless a remedy is of do baseball team.—New York
tipped, and it is quite sure to be in put- applied. DeWitt's Little Early Risers aid.
ting it on the closet shelf; then, too,
this trouble by stimulating the
mice are especially fond of paraffin, and prevent
The white poplar can be used as 8
liver and promote easy, healthy action
one nibble destroys the entire cover. The
natural lightning rod.
These little pills do not
of the bowe's.
best plan is to combine the two ways.
act violently but by strengthening the
Cover the jelly or jam with paraffin tirst,
bowels enable them to perform their
and then paste paper over the top, and
Never gripe or distress.
own work.
you may feel secure that your jelly will
not shrink or lose its freshness from first
One day a jar of sweet damsons was
to last.
missing from the preserve closet. At
The first fruit of the summer is the the table, when the matter was menbeen
and
that
has
strawberry,
always
tioned, each one present, except a small
the housekeeper's bane. Canned, even
boy, denied all knowledge in regard to
with plenty of sugar, it would turn out the
jar. At last the boy was asked if lie
flabby, seedy, and colorless. There is knew what had become of the missing
only one way to produce the perfect re- fruit. He replied: "My pa doesn't'low
sult seen in the German bottled straw- ine to talk at the table."
Oorreepondenoe on topic· of Interest to the ladlet

Weak Stomach, Impaired Digestion. Sick
headache, Disordered Liver, etc..

k

THE BELLE OF NEW YORK.
This young lady ie frank in admitting

Your True "L. F." Atwood's

Bitters a valuable

remedy

for bilious headaches or indigestion"
so writes
Mrs. F. R. McLaughlin of West
Sumner, Me.
The True "L. F." Atwood's Bitters
35c. a bottle
at all stores.

Papers!

Wall
Prices

aro

a
Is the formative period. What * boy reads in his youth Incomes
a chance means that
To
his
character.
of
boy
give your
very
part
and your
you will see to it that he has the best aurroundings,

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

encouragement.
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